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ODD FELLOWS EXCURSION
TO PORTALES MONDAY
The

Roosevelt-Curr-

County

y

Odd Fellows' Association celebrated the 9Gth Anniversary of
their Order at Por tales, Monday,
April 2Gth. The Association is
composed of the OJd Fellows
and Rebekah Lodges of Clovis,
Texico, Portales, Elida, Minco.
Melrose and Taiban, comprising
about 500 members, all of which
were well represented with the
exception of Melrose and Tai
ban. A special, train was run to

Portales from Clovis carrying

8'J

persons, 80 of whom were members of the local lodges.

Appropriate services were
at 3 p. m. in the Portales
Methodist Church commemor
ating the 9'ith anniversary of
the Order, Past Grand Master
C. C. Hill, of Roswell, being the
principal speaker of the day. A
sumptuous banquet was served
at 6 p. m. after which the 'business o f the Association was
taken up. Clovis was decided
on as the next meeting place
and the following officers were
elected for ensuing year: President, Lem A. Wright; Secretary,
W. Hunter and Treasurer, I).,
held

,

II. It. Gibson.
The initiatory decree wa conferred by the Clovis d?grm
team on two candidates and th

Rebekah decree was c inferred
by the Clovis degre. tJtm oi
three candidates.
The special train was in charge
of trainmaster, J. J. Brisc3 an!
the Irxcursionists had a nurry
time aboard going and coming.
The Rebekahs as well as the
Odd Fellows were royally enterThe
tained by the Portalesites.
Rebekahs held their meeting in
the Woodman Hall, where the
work was e xemplified by Clovi3
Friendship Rebekah lodge and
three candidates initiated into
the mysteries of the order. At
11 o'clock the Rebekahs marched
in a body to the Odd Fellows'
Hall where a sumptious luncheon
was given, after which the Clovis members departed for home,
arriving here at 2:20 a. m.
Clovis Lodge will begin making preparation at once for the
next celebration as it is expected
hat they will entertain about
three hundred out of town Odd
Fellows on April 2Gth, 1016.

Steve Coldren Here
Steve Coldren, of Muleshoe,
Texas, was in the city Monday
on business. Mr. Coldren, who
maintains his eastern office at
Kansas City brought about forty
prospective homeseekers to the
Muleshoe country on this trip
r
and is selling land in the
draw to eastern farmers
of means who are developing it
in the proper way. Some of the
farms, which they have sold are
being well improved with
modern farm houses, equipped
with furnaces, electric lights
and complete water works systems. The land sold is irrigated
by the pumping system from
shallow wells and many first
class pumping systems are in
evidence. They do not bring
prospectors who have less than
$10,000 to invest in land and improvements.
The alfalfa on
some of the best improved farms
is novv knee high and considering the reasonable price asked
for land as compared with other
irrigated land, they succeed in
selling almost every homeseeker
brought to the valley. The Col
dren Land Company are builders
and developers and their activ
b y
ity i s best demonstrated
their work.
Black-wate-

Patton Gets Appointment
Harry Patton. who for the
past five years has been practic
ing law in Clovis, has been appointed first assistant United
States district attorney anu will
move to Santa Fe soon after the
first where he will make his
headquarters.
This recognition
of an able lawyer will meet with
the approval of the people of the
state. Mr. Patton has a host of
friends in eastern New Mexico,
where he is best acquainted, who
are rejoicing over his good fortune and who wish him unbounded success in his new position.
His duties as assistant district
attorney will not bar him from
practicing in the state courts.
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Mail Order Evil

Base Ball Player Hurt

Just as a small boy appeared
at the money order window of
the Clovis postoffice asking for
an order in favor of the Parisian
Silverware Company, of Montreal, Canada, postmaster A. B
Wagner received what is known
in the postal service as a fraud
order, from the postoffice department naming that company
as a fraud and with the fraudulent use of the mails. The boy
insisted that if he could not get
the order that his mother sent
him for that he be sold stamps
to send the company and it was
with some difficulty that post
master Wagner persuaded him
not to send the order to such a
company which probably never
existed except in name.
This is only an instance of
many such schemes worked daily
on the unsuspecting public and
the perpetrators get all they cm
in a short time through extensive
advertising and are gone before
the authorities have time to investigate.
The News recently had an advertising contract with such a
firm who offered references tyd
who had all appearances of being on the square, but wherv we
sent them the bill for the advertising, our letter was returned
with the advise that the company
was gone and "left no forwarding address."
The safest plan is to patronize
home merchants and dealers and
leave the mail order houses

In the game at the North
Park ball grounds Sunday between the Elks of the Clovis
lodge and the regulars, Roy
Spaulding, one of the regular
players, met with the misfortune
of breaking his left wrist in a
collision with the third baseman
while both were attempting to
catch a fly ball. Spaulding, who
is a boiler maker, had just been
laid off from work the evening
before and was therefore barred
from company hospital accomodation. Last year he sprained
his ankle while playing ball at
Slaton, which accident laid him
up for several months. He is a
fast ball player and will be
missed by the regulars. Sunday
was the first day that the new
giand stand was occupied and a
large crowd took advantage of
the occasion to witness the game
which resulted in a score of
'steen to one in favor of the
A few of the Elks
reeulars.
could play ball but the players
as a whole were no match for
their opponents. The star
by Duncan and Callicott
and a second base stunt by Will
Curren for the Elks were the
features of the game.

alone.

Patronize Home Industry
Clovis has a business

that deserves better patron
age and encouragement. It has
probably paid out more to the
farmers and ranchmen than any
other business concern in the
town and while most of the
money i a paid out in small
amounts, it is kept in circulation
and its benefits have been felt
by every business man in Clovis.
We refer to the Clovis Creamery
and Produce Company. Farmers should patronize the Creamery instead of sending their
cream away as this company always pays the highest market
price and afforded a market for
cream and poultry when there
was none in Clovis. Learn to
patronize home industry.

S. A. Brown of Temple, Texas, who formerly resi ded in Clovis was in the city several day's
The base ball game between
this week. He is a son of our
old friend S. L. Brown who was the Busby colored team and the
of north of engaged in the hardware busi- regulars Friday resulted in a
A. M. Work 8,
Clovis, was in town with a load ness in Clovis in the pioneer score of 13 to 5 in favor of the
regulars.
days.
of maize Tuesday.

out-fieldi-

Editor Warren Leaves
Forrest Warren and wife will
leave Saturday for his old home
town of Atchison Kansas. Mr.
Warren, who was for several
months editor of the Journal,
will be missed in Clovis, where
he has made a host of friends
during his short stay. He is the
type of a. newspaper man that
we most admire as he was ac
comodating, courteous at all
times and played the newspaper
game as it should be played.
We will miss him, and wish him
and his family health, wealth
and happiness in their Kansas
home.
Mrs. Warren,

C. BAKER.

Manatrer.

$1.00 PER YEAR

ANOTHER BIG DEAL MADE
IN CLOVIS PROPERTY
Force Reduced

Another big deal in Clovis real
this week
when Hugh Coffey purchased
the two story brick building on
the corner of Main and Otero
from John Becker, of Belen. for
a consideration of $9,000.00.
This building, which i.s occupied
by W. I. Luikart and Company,
is considered as good as any in
the city. Only the corner half
was purchased, the ineide half
remaining the property of Chas.
Clayton of Oklahoma. The upper story which was occupied by
Mrs. Dr. E. M. Chapman as a
rooming house, has been rented
by Mrs. II. V. Stonehill, proprietor of the Reidoria, who will
take charge on the 10th. Mrs.
Stonehill has purchased $1200 00
worth of new furniture and will
fit it up second to none in Ciovis.
She says that it will be better
furnished than the Harvey
House. All Clovis real estate is
rapidly advancing in value.

estate was closed

A reduction in force was what
the Santa Fe termed it when
they laid off seventeen o r
eighteen men Saturday night,
but the men dismissed attribute
it to the fact that they carried
uidon cards. Some of the men
dismissed have been in the service for several years but have
kept the fact of their member-shiin the union a secret, as the
Santa Fe does not employ union
men when they know it, except
in the road service, ine men
dismissed were employes in the
machine shops and round house.
Among those who were given
their time Saturday night are
Messrs Ireland. Cosh, Spaulding,
Eckenroth, Powers ,
Moseley.
Harper, Sullivan. Dutton. Moore,
Thomas, Billingsley, Gibbons
and several others.
p

Oldham Trial May 4th.
The trial of Buford D. Oldham,
former mayor of Clovis, who is
charged with embezzlement and
who secured a change of venue
to Chaves county at the last
session of district court, will
ccme up on May 4 at Roswell.
Attorneys Reese, of Portales,
and Patton of Clovis. will
Oldham. Many witnesses
have been subpoenad from here.
de-ten-

d

Some Complaints
The News has had complaint
residing
lately
near Claud, who complain that
they do not receive their paper
occasionally until it is a week old.
The News goes into the Clovis
postoffice on Friday and the
Claud subscribers should receive
If
their paper on Saturday.
they do not do so, the fault lies
some place in the postal service.
If such complaint continues
the News will be compelled to
take the matter up with the
post office department.
from-eubscrib-

who was Miss
Nina Davis, has been a teacher
in the public schools of Clovis
for four years and is at present
teaching in the fourth grade.
Her work has been entirely sat
isfactory and she has been tha
recipient of many compliments.
She tendered her resignation to
A Correction.
take effect on the first of May in
accompany
might
order that she
has not
A. W. Hockenhull
Mr. Warren to Kansas.
gone into the real estate business
with Fred James as announced
recently
in the News. He exMr. and Mrs. C. E. Justus
occupy the same office
to
pected
Mon
were in from their ranch
day and went with the Odd but has since decided to remain
Fellows and Rebeccas to Por in the Clovis National room of
the bank building.
tales.

Justice on the Move.
Justice of the Peace, Police
Judge J. P. Noble has moved
his office from north main street
into the American Bank building
on south main street which is
also being occupied by C. C. Baker and Walter Mansfield with
an abstract, insurance and real
estate office. Baker and Mans
field have formed a partnership
in the real estate business and
have arranged very attractive
office rooms in their new loca
tion.
,
E. H. Robinson. W. A. Gillen-watand Gus Bryan will occu
py the Harris building on north
main street which was vacated
this week by J. P. Noble and C.
C. Baker. Mr. Robinson wilt
continue to do an abstract and
insurance business. Mr. Giifen-watwill arrange an office
room in front and a private consultation room in the rear. Gus
Bryan will continue in the same
location in the real estate business.
er

er

S. A. Dow one of the country
builders of the Havener neighborhood was in Clovis on business Tuesday. He was accompanied by C. E. Rutter of Oxford, Mississippi, who stopped
off to visit his old friend C. J.
Shoup while enroute to Idaho
where he expects to locate.

THE ANSWER TO THE CLOTHES QUESTION!
,

You are doubtlesss reading these days, many Advertisements concerning Clothes big type
and small typef You have been appealed to in plain figures and plied with "wonderful reductions" which you may have discovered exist mostly on paper. You have been bored
with fashion, fabric and fit, and served with dissertations on Style. You have seen argument exhaustedexaggeration run rife and good horse sense depleted !
BUT ! Don'fc forget when all is said that it's the Clothes that Count! This being the case,
garments are
allow us modestly to remark that our Spring Suits and Ladies' Ready-to-wethe best values ever brought to Clovis, and we are always glad to show our goods.
.

ar
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Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

I
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CHAPTER VI.

The Bleeding Heart
Tlx- - iiiceii. disguised a one of the
king's rourtiers, and Bancba, the
mounted their
king'H chamberlain,
hornes outHide the witch's cave and
rode bark toward the royal palace. As
they zigzagged through the forest
ainlfB tlm queen, ablaie with rage aud
jealousy at the thought of the beauty
of Rndlva, said:
"Sanolia, this night thou shalt do
me a tiervlce."
"A borvlce, I hope, that your majesty
will requite," Sancha said.
"Talk not of reward of the kind
thou liHKt In mind, Sancha, for never
will I fly with thee as long as I am
Besides, tbou
queen of I'ranla.
nic with this conntant prattle
of flight in which I am to keep thee

"A

Your

Majesty Will,"
Saneha.

one hair of her head come to harm,
and thou, Sancha, shalt be flung Into
the dungeon along with toe girl's
man, now rotting there."
Here, Indeed,
Sancha trembled.
were contrary commands.
For the
queen, to gain her favor, he was to
bring the maiden's heart. If he failed
In this, he, Sancha, would be banished
from the palace and from the favor
of the queen. For the king, on the
other hand, he was to bring the maiden
alive. And If he failed In this, It the
maiden suffered one least little of
harm, then he, Sancha, would die miserably. Was ever court chamberlain
in dilemma more puzzling?
"Qo now, Sancha," the king said, In
dlemlsbal, "and execute my commands.
And remember the demoiselle must
be brought to
alive!"
As darkness descended over Urania Sancha took aside six of the king's
retainers. And to them he said: "This
night we go upon an errand for the
king to bring back a maiden alive

Replied

company.
If thou art not satisfied
with ray favors as they are. then thou
hadst best thyself begone from the
palace."
Now to be gone from the palace was
farthest from Bancha'e alms. For his
duties as chamberlain to the king had
perquisites of great value In doubloons
and Sancha had no hankering In his
breast to forswear those perquisites.
So now be made haste to say:
"Alas, fair Dulcinea, I could not
leave the palace even If I would. For
your beauty, dear queen, holds me
within the palace walls as one bound
with chains of Iron."
This was the kind of flattery that
Sancha well knew was liked by the
queen. Flattery was to tbe ears of
this proud patrician of Urania as meat
and honey to the palate. So now she
amlled upon Sancha and unburdened
her mind of ber own evil and cunning
plana.
"This night, Sancha," she said, "thou
halt destroy this beauty of the forest upon whom mine eyes have looked.
There Is lust In my heart for the sight
of her own heart torn from her body.
Even so would I slay the wench were
I a man. Art thou, Sancha, such a
nan?"
"Ay, mlBtress, even such a man am
I," the chamberlain replied. "Thou
bast but to command me."
"Well, then, Sancha, tonight when
II is dark In Urania, steal thou forth
from the palace with not too many of
the king's retainers and go hence to
the cottage of the shepherd Kivarre
and secure there the heart of this
girl. Bring thou that heart to
me and I well, who can say, Sancha,
what reward shall be thine when my
gratitude is to be manifested?"
"As thou commandest, your majeely,
o shall It be. Tonight when all Is
dark none In Urania shall possess
beauty even approaching thine own.
For, in the darkness, Godlva shall
cease to live and her heart shall adorn
thy bedchamber."
And having made these plans, the
queen and Sancha stole Into the palace by the postern gate.
Meantime the king paced his apartment in impatience and In wonder that
Sancha, his chamberlain, came not for
bis orders. But now at last Sancha
entered aut cringed before bis majesty, even as servile and unworthy
crawling things called men cringe before the person they most fear.
"Sancha," said the king, "this tyght
thou shalt do me a service."
"As your majesty wills," replied
Sancha, again making low obeisance.
"This night, Sancha, when darkness
is over all Urania, take certain of my
retainers and go bence to tbe cottage
of Kivarre the shepherd.
At this command Sancha trembled
In his riding boots. For the order was
the counterpart of the one already
given by the queen. And how was any
rourt chamberlain to serve master and
mistress at the same time unless Ah,
that was it unless now sent mm on
tireclsely the same errana.
"And when you reach the shepherd's
cottage," the king now connued, "you
will selie the person of Oodiva, the
maiden, and bring ber
beauteous
hither alW. Ay, mark you well,
I want the maiden alive! Let
nrh

remember alive!"
And later this same Sancha, chamberlain to the king, took six other retainers of the king and to them said:
"This night we go upon an errand
for the queen. And It shall be our
duty to bring back the heart of a
maiden.
Remember the maiden's
heart!"
Thus, upon giving conflicting orders
to two different groups of the king's
retainers, Sancha hoped now to play
his game with some showing of success. If the maiden were brought to
the castle alive he would go to the
queen and declare that the king's men
had seised her. And if the heart of
the maiden were brought to the palace, he would go to tbe king and declare that the queen's mlulons slew
the maiden.
Meantime, Godlva, heartbroken and
cast down with aorrow over the Impending fate of her lover Paulo, sought
the privacy of her bedchamber In the
cottage of Kivarre, the Bhepberd.
In the kitchen Rlvarre Bird his good
wife eat by the Are bemoaning the
fate that had overtaken them and
changed their daughter's wedding
night Into a night of mourning. And
presently Kivarre, hearing unaccustomed sounds without, peered from
the window, then turned to Mistress
Rlvarre In deep alarm.
"Many men are approaching," he
whlBjiered. "What new tragedy comes
now ?"
With that the door burst open and
six of the king's retainers entered.
"Hall, Rlvarre," one said.
"The
queen wished to speak with thy daughter Godlva for which purpose has her
majesty dispatched us to escort tbe
maiden to the palace."
Thus spoke cunningly tbe spokesman for the six retainers whom Sancha had told to execute the queen's
command and bring the heart of the
maiden.
Rlvarre aigd his wife walled in distress when they heard these words,
for they felt Instinctively that harm
was impending for Godlva else why
should the queen's retainers come for
Godlva at this unseemly hour of the
night? Rlvarre pleaded with the men
to depart in peace and leave their
daughter to enjoy her sleep.
This Information was what the men
sought. Oodiva slept. Then Godlva
was surely In yonder sleeping chamber. They hurled Rlvarre to the floor
when he attempted to Intercept them.
And they brushed, the wailing mother
aside. And into the sleeping room of
Godlva the six men darted.
Godiva, awakened from sleep, sprang
up in great alarm, as the six men
rushed toward her couch. No time had
she to cry out, for paralysis seized her
as she saw, gleaming In the hand of
one of the men, a dagger that menaced her heart. Fly rough hands was
she seized and held now, as the man

no

Go-div-a

I,
'

II

,
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if
By Rough Hand

if

Wis She Seized.

with the gleaming weapon pushed
away her nlghtrobe and prepared to
plunge the dagger Into her heart.
Hut what was this? More men
swarmed Into the room and next Instant Godlva realized that she had
been snatched from out of the arms
of the first group of men and hence
out of reach of the gleaming dagger.
The newcomers handled her with utmost gentleness, careful each not to
harm a hair of her head. For these
were the king's retainers, who had
been told by Sancha that they must
bring the maiden to the palace alive.
What a terrible thllia now did Go-The two groups of
diva witness!
men, each determined to possess their
prey, began fighting. With daggers
they fought back and forth across the
room, till only four In each group remained, two of each group having
been slain. Godlva, In the midst of

AFTERNOON TEA
But FOR
the melee, saw an opportunity to fly. hand with loverly tenderness.
the door she bolted and It was only to And his kingly hand
through the kitchen, calling upon her spurnt'd by the peasant maid, who
thrust aside hla caressing fingers and APPETIZING DAINTIES TO 8ERVI
mother and father to follow her.
"We will fly to tbe cave of Hagar Imbedded both her own hands within
WITH REPAST.
the witch," she told her distracted tbe folds of hor white robe.
of
to
parents.
Meanwhile,
the chamber
"Come quickly, my father,

Th-ou-

Du'-clne-

my mother."
Out through the door they fled,
leaving the king's retainers still fighting among themxelves In the bedRut outside the cottage
chamber.
lurked still another enemy In the form
of Sancha himself.
Ay, Sancha the chamberlain had all
this time been waiting In comfort and
sufety outside the cottage, not caring
overmuch what the outcome of the
fray within might be. Rut now, too
suddenly for the chamberlain's entire
composure, the situation was changed.
Me saw the maiden Godlva flying
from the cottage door. A moment
more, unless he, Sancha, acted with
promptitude, the girl would escape
him altogether. Here was indeed another dilemma for the chamberlain.
To fall to bring the girl to the palace
at all, "neither dead nor alive, would
be to his own undoing.
He leaped upon Godlva, therefore,
and held her as In a vise. Then speedily he reviewed the situation.
If he
killed her here and now It would get
to the king's ears that Sancha himself had slain the girl whom he had
been commanded to produee alive.
And then Sancha would die.
Whereas, if he took the girl to the
palace alive, his worst punishment
would be banishment by the queen.
And surely 'twas better to suffer mere
banishment than to leave this world
forever. In consequence, It was
decision to take the maiden to
the palace alive. And be would trust
to good fortune to keep from the ears
of the queen the details of what had
happened this night.
"Mistress Godlva," said Sancha,
"thou art wanted at the palace by the
king, who has commanded me to
fetch thee."
"The king!" cried the girl, In utmost dismay. "Then would that the
dngger of yonder murderers had
found my heart! For 'twould have
been better far to die than to go to
the king at his palace."
Meantime, Rlvarre and his wife
dBBhed on toward Hagar's cave, supposing that Godlva came In their
wake.
And now, before any of the fighting retainers could come from the
cottage, Sancha mounted his horse,
pulled the maiden up In his brawny
arms and rode away full speed for
tbe castle of the king of Urania,
'

San-cha'- s

CHAPTER VII.
The Secret Chamber.
Nervously King Leofrlc of Urania
paced his apartment, twitching at his
mustache and pulling hlB beard. Why,
he pondered, did not the varlets come
with the beauty of the forest? From
time to time he gazed eagerly at the
door and listened expectantly, his
features distorted by the passion
which the very thought of the lovely
Godlva inflamed within him.
And then the door opened and Sancha entered leading the affrighted
All In white she was arcaptive.
rayed, In the clinging folds of the
drapery of her couch; for not a moment had been hers to supplement
with cloak or mantle the robe de nult
In which the king's retainers had surprised her.
"Welcome, Mistress Godlva," the
king said, bowing low. "Welcome to
the palace. Thou dost tremble, child.
Surely 'tis but the trembling of one
In strange surroundings and not because of rear of your sovereign."
"Ay. In that last hazard of thy evil
brain." the girl said, emboldened by
the mortal fear that possessed her,
For, In"thou speakest very truth.
deed, I am In great fear of thee,
sire."
"Calm yourself, maid," the king
said. "Rest upon yonder couch and
fear no evil. As for thee, Sancha
I would speak
you may leave us.
alone with our guest."
Sancha bowed and hacked from the
presence.
King I.eofrlc now sat upon the
couch beside Godlva.
"Godlva," he said, "thou hast Inspired In uiy heart a great love for
thee. Riches thou shalt have and
fine raiment.
Thou bast but to consent graciously to abide within the
palace as my guest. Thou Bhalt be
raised from rank of peasant to that
of a great lady. Art pleaspd?"
"No. sire," the' girl replied, simply.
"I crave but one boon of thee. Permit me to return to the house of my
father."
"Ah, so thus blows the wind," said
up and
springing
his majesty,
scarcely now concealing his true and
vile self from his helpless captive.
"Since so blows the wind, Godlva,
then It will be necessary to Immure
thee here till such time as thou shalt
become accustomed to the new life
I destine for thee."
With that the king pressed a secret
spring beside a great painting that
was fitted In the wall. The painting
swung on a central pivot, revealing a
chamber beyond the secret chamber.
"Godlva, be pleased to enter thy
'
chamber," the king commanded.
The girl sprang up and sought to
dart from the apartment. Rut the
king Intercepted her and by force
thrust her through the opened panel
He
and Into the secret chamber.
then closed the panel behind him,
"This is thy very own bedchamber,
Godlva," tbe king said. "Yonder is
thy couch and here thou shalt tarry
as my guest. And shouldst thou continue to be unwilling guest, thon
count this chamber also thy prison."
His majesty leered at her, gloated
over ber beauty, sought to take hex

Jhe queen, went Sancha. He
found the queen ensconced behind the
curtains of her couch.
"Who comes?" her majesty asked,
from behind the curtains.
"Sancha!" was the reply.
Next moment the queen emerged
from the curtains, throwing around
hor shoulders the while an exquisite
silken mantle.
"And thy trophy!" the queen asked,
eagerly.
"Where Is the bleeding
heart thou wert commanded to
bring?"
"A thousand laments, fair Dulcinea.
The king's own men rescued the maid,
as my varlets vere about to plunge
the dagger Into her heart."
"Fool! Fool!" cried the queen, In
terrible rage and disappointment
"Then the girl Is already within the
palace and alive."
"Even so, your majesty alive. And
In the king's apartment. His majesty
dismissed me, doubtless for the pur

Suggestions for Savory Fillings, Some
of Which May Be New to Hostes
Minced Chicken a Particularly
Desirable Sandwich.

Evexyflang

Tbe tea table equipment is not complete without a good supply of tempting sandwiches. Here are some suggestions for savory fillings that may
hold new Ideas for many hostesses:
Sandwiches Mince cold
Tongue
boiled tongue and mix It with half
celery. Moisten
as much finely-dicewith mayonnaise and to a cupful add
a tableapoonrul of good tomato catsup.
Spread between white bread and but-

Ftnt In Qaalltjf
Fint in Rulf

Mince chicken

--

Baking;

Calumet

Powder is first in the)
hearts of themOllona
of housewives who
use it and know it.

ter.
Chicken Giblets

.

Firtt in Purity
Firtt in Economy
and for these reason

d

ECtnED BKHIST AWARDS
Tmn t--t lnnlliis.

gib-

WU'

lets and mix them to a poste with

mayonnaise dressing. Spread between
buttered slices of white bread.
Tomato Cut firm cold tomatoes In
thin slices and place each slice on a
round of bread and butter. On each
tomato spread a teaspoonful of minced
celery and minced sweet pepper mixed
with mayonnaise dressing. Top with
a slice of buttered whit 'bread.
Cream Sandwich Beat cream until
It la solid, then beat In several
of any desired Jelly quince,
crahapple or grape. Spread the mixture between split ladyAngers.
Sardine Remove the bones and
skin from the sardines and pound the
fish to a paste. Season with salt and
paprika and to each six sardines add
I
the crumbled yolk of one hard boiled
egg and a tablespoonful of olive oil.
Spread between slices of bread and
butter or on slices of thin buttered
toast and serve Immediately.
Minced Chicken Mince cold cooked
chicken, moisten with mayonnaise,
"Then Count This Chamber Also Thy and spread on slices of buttered bread.
Prison."
Top each with a hearty piece of crisp
lettuce and then with a piece of plain
pose of smuggling the girt Into the
buttered bread.
secret chamber of which our soverbeef
Dried Beef Put
eign believes he alone possesses
through a meat chopper and mix it
knowledge."
minced celTbe girl with an equnl amount of
"1 have a plan, Sancha.
grated
little
a
with
ery
Flavor
hearts.
chamber
is even now In the secret
olive
little
a
with
moisten
and
onion
Sanwith the king. It Is not too late,
vinegar.
cha, to render me the service I have oil and
Cocoanut Sandwiches Mix half a
asked of thee. Thou must to tbat
of EngllBh walnuts, three times
secret chamber and there find a way cupfulamount
of grated fresh cocoanut.
to slay this maiden, even though thou that
moisten with cream and add two
chamber
In
the
concealed
to
lie
hast
of sugar. Spread betill the girl sleeps."
tween bread.
The
malesty.
forget,
"Thou dost
Chicken and Almond Mix half a
king also Is In the secret chamber
or blanched chopped almonds
cupful
with tbe girl. How, then, can Suncha
half a cupful of diced cold chickperform this service for thee In en- with
en and moisten with four tablespoon-fultire secrecy?"
or cream. Season with Bait and
"'TIs Bimple enough, Sancha. thou pepper and spread between buttered
stupid! Know you not that the secret
slices or bread.
chamber may be entered also by
stone
top
tbe
01
door that is at the
Potatoes, Dauphins.
steps leading up from the room over
gill cold milk into a small
one
Pour
therefore,
Enter thou,
the donjon?
saucepan,
one tablespoonful meltadd
the room over the donjon. Steal thou
well; when It comes to
butter,
stir
ed
then up the stone steps to the door
a boll add one and a half ounces sifted
which thou wilt find at the top of flour,
stir well; break In one whole
the flight. Open that door and thou egg, briskly Btlr; add another egg.
wilt find thyself within the secret briskly stir. Now add two quite large
Walt there till the king freshly boiled potatoes; mash, thorchamber.
enters with the maid. Conceal thyself oughly stir; break In another egg,
and wait till the king departs from briskly
stir again. Season with one
the chamber. Then do thy work."
saltspoonful
f
teaspoonful
salt,
Sancha resolved that now was the cayenne pepper and
saltspoonf
time to exact of his mlBtress the
grated nutmeg; mix well while
promise he had long sought. Above ful
cooking for two mlnuteB. With a taall else In the world the queen de- blespoon
take up as much as the
sired the death of the one who was spoon can hold of the preparation
more beautiful than herself. Thereand immediately drop It Into boiling
fore now Burely the queen would give
fat; rapidly proceed In like manner
would
she
price
any promise as the
with tbe rest of the preparation and
encompass
her
pay to one who would
fry
for fpn minutes, gently turning
merciless wish.
with
the skimmer. Remove and thorI
"nulclnea," Sancha said, "before
oughly drain on a cloth. 8erve on a
do for thee this harrowing service
at risk or my life should the king hot dish.
perchance enter the secret chamber
German Dressing.
before I have done for this service.
In making a potato salad such as the
I say, thy promise of thy love shall
real German salads obtained In the
be my reward."
store you will And the
delicatessen
taught
well
The queen, shrewd and
potato Is not used, but
white
ordinary
in the ways of men, understood the
potato that Is slightly sweet. By
veiled threat. Blio knew that Sancha a
places you might
Implied that unless she gave the going to one of these
potato. If you ubb tbe
promise of her love Sancha would obtain tbe
white potato try the following:
find a way to fall agnln to encompass
German Dressing. Half cuprut thick
the girl's death; and thus the one
cream,
three tablespoonfuls vinegar,
still
would
beautiful
more
was
who
teaspoonful salt and few
majher
compared
with
live to be
Heat cream until stiff,
pepper.
grains
esty.
Add salt, pepper
egg
beater.
using
my
love thou hast
"The promise of
continuing
slowly,
very
vinegar
and
shrewdly
Sancha," the queen said,
foreseeing that she would refute the the beating.
promise and repudiate his advances,
Bean Rabbit
once ho had executed her will.
Here la a delightful supper dish
She gave Sancha. with significant
cold baked beans
smile, a dagger. "Now go!" she said. when you have a few tablespoonfuls
of
two
over:
Melt
left
thy
not
losest
thou
see
that
"And
courage till that stiletto Is stained butter in half a cupful of hot milk, add
on cupful cold baked beans pressed
with the blood of Oodiva."
teaspoonf
through a strainer,
ITO EK fONTINl'KD.)
teaspoonful paful of salt,
prika and a grating of onion. When the
The "Orto" In Georgia.
An Indignant Georgia farmer sent mixture la thoroughly heated add
s
cupful of soft cheese,
this Inquiry to the Atlanta Constitution: "One o" them city ortomobllet finely cut and a teaspoonful Is table
meltkilled my bull, and I don't know what sauce. Stir until the cheese
number it was. The number of the ed. 8erve on crisp toast.
bull was branded to him, but thai
Cheap Clothes Hamper.
don't do me no good. What I want tc
Get a cardboard box at the departknow Is: Can the state give me tht
red ment store, that which Berlin kettles
number of the orto? Hit was
one, with a white man In It and golni come packed In.
Stand It on end, and If there Is no
like hell, so to pek." Pblladelphli
cover one can be easily made. Cover
Ledger.
It with wallpaper that you happen to
have, or cretonne, and you will have
Danger In Taking Cold.
hamper, and It
The public health as well as prlvati a nice light clothes Monday wash.
comfort both would profit tf general holds
heed were given to the warnings ol
8pong Cup Cake.
the departments of health and charicupf
tula of sugar,
Two
ties as to tbe dangers Involved la
catching cold. To remind people thai ful butter, four eggs, on cupful sweet
and consumption often milk, three cupfuls flour, one
pneumonia
soda, two teaspoonfuls cream
have tbelr origin In a common cold
ought In Itself to be enough to lead tartar; sift with flour three times.
them to guard against what Is Id Iti Cream butter and sugar, add eggs
after effects oftentimes on of the with flour; vanilla. This make two
loaves.
most dangerous of disease.
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Unperturbed.
"That poem of yours about spring
had some hard lines to scan. Th
feet were difficult to manage."
"Well, In spring you must expect to
hav hard lines and take extra car
about your feet."
After a man gets to be about so
old the Insurance solicitors glv him
a rest.

FATIMAS
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one-hal-

one-hal-

Good tobaeco is what every tmoker

wsnti.
Th esrehil me mskee sur he gets
It by kinf lor Fstim Ciferettee.
Fstimee ere simply good tobsee
blended to suit th greateit number
oi men.
Hive you smoked Patlma lately?
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Doavor, Colorado
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Belgian's Love Story Shows Old
Feminine Spur to Carnage
Surviving.
TROPHY

FROM

FOE
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Belgian Chauffeur Had No Oeslr for
Tranche, Willing to Serve Country Elsewhere, Till Louise
Marie 8poke.
By EDGAR A. MOWRER.
(Correspondent Chicago Dally Npwi.)

Paris. "Love can ouly say what It
wants by the language of life, action,
song, sacrifice, ravishment, death and
the great panorama of creation." Edward Carpenter,
Love of women la playing Ha part In
this war, Just as It has always done.
"Take me to Dunkerque," 1 said,
brandishing my pass. The Bolglan
chauffeur did not look at It
"What are you going to do there T It
does not make any difference to me so
long as you have a pass. And If you
haven't the sentinels on the road between here and there'll have you out
quick enough. I've got to get some
oil for my lamp. It's getting dark.
Come back In ten minutes and we
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atart."
Had Fled From Antwerp.
A quarter of an hour later 1 was sitting beside the chauffeur on the front
seat of the taxlcab with my baggage
Inside, while the two cylinder motor
chugged along the International highway from Furnes, Belgium, to Dunkerque, In France.
"Where are you from?" I asked after
while. The evening mists- were
blowing in from the North sea, muffling the deserted fields in layer after
layer.
"Antwerp."
"What is your trade?"
"Driving a car. That Is, I used to be
taxi driver, but now I'm in the police, or was before the war. That's
how I can get such good speed out of
this old
Of course I had a
better car than thia at the beginning,
but It got left when the 'bochea' came
Into Antwerp. I escaped In this one."
Red Cross Painted on Car,
"You're in the sanitary services, I
suppose," I hazarded, referring to the
red cross largely painted' on the glass
front.
"Yes and no. You see, we haven't
enough cars. Sometimes I transport
wounded and sometimes I bring back
nails; just anything. You'd better get
out your pbbs. There's the frontier
and the first control Just ahead, And
aay. I don't know the password only
up till noon today. I forgot to ask for
It at Furnes. Out don't worry, I won't
have any trouble."
Burly 8ergeant Quiets Down.
"Passes, your passes, please," cried
a burly sergeant of French territorials,
shining a light In our faces. He examined mine and handed It back.
"Where la yours?" he demanded of
the former taxi driver.
"I haven't any," replied my companion, "but don't look at me like thatl
It's a beautiful thing, Isn't It, territorials like you who've never looked a
rifle barrel In the eye having the right
to stop men like me who haven't
missed a fight for three months? Can't
you see my friend here la on a special
mission and mustn't be delayed?"
The sergeant was wavering.
"Why havent you the password?"
be asked finally.
"Now, that's a fine question," spluttered the HelRlan, sitting up straight.
"I only left Dunkerque this morning.
I had the password then, all right up
till noon 'Carlo' for the French and
'GaHton' for the Belgians. But when I
-

TIiIb picture shows the
ships In Mexican waters.
In command of the fleet

b (iuoifcia, one ol the United Stutes warThe insert Is Hear Admiral Caperton, who I

U. S

got to Furnes, where I expected to
stay a little while, here I found I bad
to take this gentleman back to Dunkerque. Fine chance I bad to get a
password."
"You can go on," grunted the sergeant at lust.
Colonel Shows HI Authority.
The scene was repeated at three
other controls. It Is unforgettable
the lanterns, the reflections In the
canal which borders the road, the
faces, the darkness, the excessively
cold wind blowing in the mists from
the sea. At the third control we were
about to enter the "8" when there was
a clatter of hoofs and flying stones and
a voire sliced the darkness:
"Get back there, I tell you, and wait
your turn."
In an instant a grizzled French Infantry colonel was upon us.
"Get back, I say," the officer cried.
"Not a carriage will pass until my
men come through."
"We saw no men, but there was no
use trying to argue with the colonel,
who would have taken the tongue out
of us If we had dared to protest. In
three minutes wo were the head of a
quarter of a mile of waiting autos.
Some of the first arrivals tried to push
by, but the old colonel, who had reined
In his horse and sat Immobile beside
the barricade, greeted the audacious
ones with such a fury of oaths that
the boldest were cowed and obediently fell In behind us.
But where were his men? A minute
passed; perhaps two. Then we heard
a tramping aound, dulled by distance.
It grew louder. The first company
wound past the barricade and entered
the area of our headlight.
Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp. A regiment on the march stretches out Into
a phenomenally long organism. It was
25 minutes before the last of the four
pieces of artillery, which brought up
the rear of the 3,500 men, bad gone beyond us.
Dunkerque and Louis Marie.
Despite Jockeying on the part of the
drivers of faster cars behind us, my
chauffeur kept his place in the line
and we were the first through the control.
"I'm glad to be going back to Dun

$10,000 counter

with an English chicken, a
Plymouth Rock, raised by an Englishman The cock had been sold to a
Punished Because Poster Announcmeat market whore Hoehn worked,
ing German East Prussian Vicand Hoehn was selecting some pultory War Damaged.
lets from a pen In which the cock
Amsterdam, Holland. The munici- was Imprisoned.
The cock, after aeeing (loehn cut
pality of Antwerp, according to the
Handelsblad, has been fined 60,000 off the beads of several pullets with
leaped at him and struck
francs ($10,000) by the German au- a cleaver,
In the face with his spurs. Two
thorities becauso posters announcing htm
long gashes were made. When Hoehn
the German Fast Prussian victory recovered
from his surprise he threw
The population of
were damaged.
Antwerp has been warned, the news- tbe cleaver at the fowl and killed it
paper adds, that In future the Inhabitants of houses near where posters SON TO DISPOSSESS FATHER
are damaged will be held responsible
for the damage and severely pun- Sternly Insists In Court That Parished
ent Musi Pay Rant or

ANTWERP

IS

FINED

Move.

ENGLISH

ROOSTER

AT

WAR

German In St Louis I Badly Wound-aIn Encounter With English Chicken.

d

Henry Hoohn. of German descent, ha some bad wounds
on his fare r.s the result nf an en

St Loul.

Yonkers, N. Y. Joseph
Glllert,
'.hirty, bad his father, Paul Glllert,
,
In court for nonpayment of
rent and asked that he be dispossessed. The son owns the apartment
house st 2t C rot on terrace. Ills father occupies thr rooms there
Judge I'eall asked young Glllert to
fifty-six-

Jenkins' Injuries gave promise of
costing his life and as a last resort
Dr.
Hume, the attending physiWife' Sacrifice Will Reeult In Bring- cian,Harold
determined on a skin grafting
ing the Separated Family Tooperation, offering some of his own
gether One More.
skin and calling for volunteers to furOwosso, Mich. Several weeka ago nish more.
The first to answer the call was
Bert Jenkins was leaning against
some metal equipment In the power Mrs. Jenkins, and she came to the
plant when It was struck by lightning. hospital and made known that she
was ready to make the sacrifice.
His left arm wa terribly burned.
He waa living apart from his wife Jenkins waa apprised oT his estranged
then and was taken to tbe hospital wife's offer and be sent for her.
Today they are reconciled, and
without comforting words from ber.
GIVES SKIN TO SAVE HUSBAND

I

SICK GIRL'S CRIES

Disking Plays Important Part In Breaking Up Stubble Into Small Place
Evaporation,
Prevent

HER

GETSJTRJR

FOR SPRING PLOWING

kerque," be said. "If a fine town.
They know how a fellow feels when he
has been forced out of his own country. Here in France the women and
ail are so good to you they make you
forget bow far It is from home, with
their wine and candy and fruit they
give you.
"A fellow wouldn't be much without
women, anyway. When we get there
I'm going to bunt up Louise Marie and
take ber to dinner. You haven't an
extra silver piece or two, have you?
Thanks. Well, I suppose you've been
in love, but it's mighty funny what a
difference It makes. Here I was up to
a week ago without any desire at all
to go Into the trenches. I didn't envy
the infuntry; seemed to me foolish to
go and get killed when you could serve
your country Just as well doing something else.
"Then, one night, down In Dunkerque here, I met Louise Marie. We
llkeil each other from the start. Say.
I
felt more like a man thut evening
than I have since the dirty German
After we'd
crew entered Antwerp.
had dinner I asked her what I could do
for ber to show I had feelings, too
The little beauty (she isn't really
beautiful) sold she wus crazy for a
Prusco'a helmet.
Wasn't Afraid at All.
" 'Louise Marie,' said I, 'I'll get you
one.'
"And I did. I got a cbum In the
Seventh Infantry to change places
with me, he In my car and I In the
trenches all filled with mud and water, with the 'bodies' about three hundred yards away. And I was lucky.
"That night the Germans attacked.
For a time It was bot, but finally they
began to retreat. I saw my chance.
'Charge 'em, boys.' I yelled, and
Jumped out of the trench aud ran forward In the dark, feeling my way until
I came to where some German dead
were lying.
"For a minute I thought I was doing
a little one man act, but pretty soon
here came our fellows. It was beautiSomebody told me our soldier
ful.
took a lot of prisoner. Anyhow, Louise Marie has her helmet. The most
amazing thing is, I wasu't afraid at
all."

In the management of land for
spring plowing, disking plays a most
Important part. When land bas stubble on it, disking breaks up the stubble into small pieces so that when it
Is plowed under a more uniform distribution of the organic matter Is
assured and the danger of retarding
the upward movement of water Is
greatly reduced.
Furthermore, the
stubble or organic matter will decompose much more rapidly.
When manure has been applied to
the soil in the nature of a surface
dressing, disking will Incorporate it
much more evenly In the soil and reduce the harmful effects of excessive
fermentation which Is closely associated with Incorpoiation In the form of
layers as is the common occurrence
when the manure is simply plowed
under. Disking also prevents drying
out of the soil as the capillary water
will have free access to tbe surface
layer.
Soil that Is dry. If disked before
plowing, will make a much better
seed bed, as clods will be less liable
to form and the seedbed will be more
mellow, more compact and the surface would be less subject to excessive
evaporation.
When spring plowing Is delayed,
disking the soil In the early spring
prevents excessive evaporation as the
operation mulches the soil. Should
rain come during the early spring
time, the disked soil will be In good
condition to absorb the moisture.
Root crops that are to be planted
on spring plowed land will do much
better If the land has been disked
previous to plowing as a more friable
condition of the seedbed is obtained,
tbe moisture content may be greater,
and a greater amount of available
food material may be present

PARENTS

Father, After Signing Pledge, Secures Dismissal of Cases, Including Divorce Suit.
d
When Edith, the
daughter of Mr. and Mr.

Aurora, Ind.

three-year-ol-

seriErnest E. Weluneier,
ously 111 and cried for her papa, the
mother, Mrs. Edith Schwab Wehmeler,
notified her husband, from whom she
had been separated, and a reconciliation took plane beside the bed of the
sick child. The Wehmeiers separated
after a quarrel. Mr. Wehmeler caused
her husband's arrest on the charge of
assault and battery, desertion and
failure to provide, and then filed a petition for divorce.
Wehmeler was fined (HO and costs
on the assault charge and was bound
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EXCELLENT RATION FOR COW
8ilag

on

Mor

Would Depend

If Farmer

and Less on Pasture Herds
Could Be Doubled.

bec-am-

A good ration for cow giving milk
la (ilium twlm a day. corn fodder once

a day and all the bean forage they will
clean up. with about one pound gram
or concentrate to every three pounds
milk the cow gives. If the beans were
pulled before becoming too ripe and
secured without much rain falling on
them, the forage make good feed.
Root are valuable to Increase tbe
flow of milk.

If we would depend mor on silage
and less on pasture, our dairy herds
might easily be doubled and the farm
Many farmer
enriched accordingly.
have been slow to awaken to thi fact
that dairying bring excellent returns.
crop
are still
Many unprofitable
raised where the land might better be
growing feed for live stock.

Permanent pasture

1

a waste

un-

less the land cannot be plowed. Every
acre should be made to raise feed for
stock to the limit of tts capacity, and
this should be red right on the farm,
returning the fertility to the soil.
PAIL

OF

IMPORTANCE

GREAT

Where Clean Milk la Produced Small-ToReceptacle la Neceeesry
to Exclude Bacteria.

p

The United State department of
agriculture ha this to say about
milking:
"In modern dairies where clean
milk
milk Is produced the small-topall Is a necessity, a auch a pall presents only a small opening Into which
CULTIVATION OF THE T0PS0IL
dust and dirt may fall from the air
or from the cow's body. It bas been
Numerous Investigations Demonstrate
found by experience that tbe use of
that Evaporation of Water Ha
pail greatly reduces the
the small-toBeen Diminished.
A Reconciliation Took Place Beside tht number of bacteria In milk from average dairies. Many types of milk pall
Bed of the Sick Child.
That tbe stirring or cultivation of
are for sale, but any tinner can conevapoover to the Dearborn county circuit vert San ordinary pall Into a small-tothe tupsoll really does diminish
ration of water from the soil has been court on the wife and child desertion pall by the addition of a bood. as
shown by numerous Investigations In charge. While held In the county jull shown herewith.
1868 Nessler round that during six he professed religion and signed a
Mllkors should be allowed to milk
weeks of an ordinary German summer pledge never to drink Intoxicating only with dry hands. The practice
a stirred soil lost 610 grams of water liquors again and friends obtained his of wetting the hands with milk I a
per square foot, while the adjoining release on bond.
When the cases filthy habit and, is liable to cause the
compacted soil lost 1.680 grams a against him were called he locked
60
tavlng due to cultivation of nearly
arms with his wife and went before
Judge Warren N. Hauck, explained his
per cent. Wagner, testing the correctness of NesBler's work, found, in 1874, troubles, aud the Judge consented to
that cultivation reduced the evapora the motion of Wtllard E. Dean, prosetion a little more than 60 per cent; cuting attorney, to dismiss the cases.
Johnson, in 1878, confirmed the truth After paying the costs in the divorce
of the principle on American soils, and suit Mr. and Mrs. Wehmeler left the
Stockbrldge, working about the courtroom together.
lame time, also on American soils,
diminished
found that cultivation
HAS A WATCH IN HER HEAD
evaporation on a clay soil about 23 per
sent, and on a heavy loam nearly 13
Girl Has Remarkable
per cent
Case of Tinnitus Caus Not
All the early work done on this subDiscovered,
Open and Small-ToPall.
ject wa done under humid conditions,
years
con
In
only
recent
that
is
and it
Philadelphia,
physiPa. What
(Irmatlon of this Important principle cians describe as a rare and remarkcow's teat to chap In the winter
bas been obtained for tbe soils of the able case of tinnitus waa exhibited time. Milking; should be done quickiry farm region.
here at a meeting of the section of ly and thoroughly, with no violent
Fortier, working under California otology and laryngology of the Col- Jerking of the teat. After each cow
sondltions, determined that cultivation
I
lege of Physicians.
milked the pall of milk should be
reduced tbe evaporation from the soil
The case was that of a
removed Immediately to the milk
Mir face over 65 per cent.
girl in whose head a sound resembling bouse.
At the Utah station similar expert the ticking of a watch can be distinctTbe milker should remember alments have shown that the saving of ly head. The ticking sound has been ways that he Is handling a humaa
per
63
by
was
cultivation
oil moisture
going on In the child's head for two food which I very easily contami:ent for clay soil, 34 per cent for a months, according- to the physician nated. Soap, clean rater and towel
coarse sand and 13 per cent for a clay who brought her to the meeting. By must be readily accessible. The hands
loam.
placing their ears close to the side of should be washed after milking each
Further, practical experience has her head those present could plainly cow.
lemonstrated time and time again that hear the sound, but none of the speIn cultivation
the dry farmer has a cialist was able to determine the
COTTONSEED MEAL FOR COWS
powerful means of preventing evapo- cause of the trouble.
soils.
agricultural
from
ration
The child, who appeared unusually
bright, said that she hears the ticking No Harmful Effect If Fed In Moderate Amount Along With Variety
RAISE PEANUTS ON DRY LAND all the time, but Is not troubled by it.
of Other Feed.
p

p

lvl

be lenient with his father, but tbe Several Points Necessary In Order to
Insure Success Prepare Soli in
son said that if his father could not
Thorough Manner.
pay bis rent he would have to move
All persuasion railed to shake the
For growing peanuts under dry
younger Glllert.
The court had to
order the father to pay rent or move. farming conditions, a few points are
essential In order to Iniure success
First, the land should be fitted In a
Nelsons Are Barred.
Flushing. N. Y. "No more Nelsons thorough manner, plowed about tbe
corn, harrowed Imtaken as boarders," is the sign posted same depth as for
by Mrs. 8. S. Nelson, who says she mediately and firmed down to conserve moisture. If possible It should
has Ave (not related).
be gone over shortly after plowing
with a disk harrow set straight to
Wall' Far for Job.
York.-Jo- hn
O'Day walked subpack firmly the lower strata of
New
point of next Importance Is
from Butte, Mont, to Brooklyn In soli The
He was dis- good seed and If possible this seed
hopes of finding a job
should be secured near where the crop
appointed.
Is to be grown rather than from some
distant section.
Overlooked In Proverb.
Mnnv of the experiments in the use
proverb ignores tbe
The early-birpeanuts on the semlarid lands have
fnct that the early fish also catches of
failed because seed was procured from
the worm and the hook that goer
some region where there was an abunwith It.
Locally grown seed Is
dant rainlall
preferable even though the quality is
The First Requisite.
not so good as that which may be obThere Isn't much use in telllnt,- a tained
from some other section.
girl you would die for her unless you
carrv a pretty heart HI 'siranc.
Cry Farm Fruits.
The government Is undertaking to
when Jenkins recovers they are golni In lp the farmers on the great dry
to live together attain.
plains of the West In their efforts to
They have two children.
prow fruit, investigations so far have
shown very encouraging possibilities
for apples, cherries, peaches and most
Check Blown 52 Miles.
Harrisburg, Pa. A check for 432.50 small fruits on land that Is not Irribelonging to S. F. Hesa of Woodbine gated.
Aid., has Just been found near Hum
Good Crop to Tie To.
melstown, Pa., where
It had beer
Rye aud durum wheat seem to be
blown by the wind. The check wai
In the home of lies
September 21 having their Innings In the markets
when a tornado demolished his housi and have reached record prices. They
snd barn. The distance between th are each of them also pretty good
crops to tie to year In and year out.
two town In a beellne Is 62 miles.
-

REUNITE
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PHONE

A

BURGLAR

ALARM

Yeggmen Knock It Over During
bery and Central Call
Police.

Rob-

(By E.

a.

WOODWARD, Nebraska Experiment Station.)

A Nebraska subscriber writes: "Is
the feeding of cottonseed meal harmful to dairy cows If fed right along?"
If cottonseed meal Is fed in moderate amounts along with a variety of
other feeds, there are no harmful effects.
Ordinarily a cow should not be fed
more than two pounds dally of cottonseed meal. As a usual thing it will
not take this amount to properly balance a ration made up of common
dairy feeds.
At present prices cottonseed meal
Is a very cheap source of protein and
should undoubtedly be used much
more extensively by Nebraska dairymen than It now Is.

Philadelphia.
The alertness of a
telephone operator In the North Keystone exchange here prevented the
completion of a burglary and led to
the arrest of one of two yeggmen.
The girl was Vera McMenamtn of
Germantown. Someone moving around
In the office of C. O. Straus
ft Son
knocked over a desk telephone at one
o'clock In the morning. She responded to the call and heard:
"Go ahead, Frank! We can get It
yet. Tlreak It!"
She also heard the pounding of met
al on metal. She called the Ridge
Avenue police station, told Sergeant
Hess of the mysterious voice, and gave MUD H0LES.IN COW PASTURE
him the location of the telephone.
Clean Shore I Bleselng to
Many Annoyances
Animal
OPERATE ON "PRETTY POLL"
Are Avoided.
Two Surgeon and Trained Nursa Are
A cow pasture mud hole Is a verCalled In for Accomplished
To get away from
itable nuisance.
Bird. I
the flies the cows will wade In the mud
until their legs and even their udders
Springfield,
Anlet
Then
trained nurses, "Polly." a parrot be become completely plastered.
longing to Mrs. A. L. Ilallpy, was oper- added to the annoyance of stamping
ated on by two phvslclans for the re- and kicking at files at milking time we
moval of a diseased gland. "Polly" en have the added annoyance of being
teted strong objections to being put obliged to milk cow with chapped
under the Influence of an anesthetic teats.
A cleati lake shore or river or brook
snd It was not administered.
The operation required an hour and a half, In the pasture is a blessing indeed to
cows, but the mud hole
nfter which the bird was bundled up the
by Mrs. Bnlley and taken home.
should either be drained or fenced out
Talking over the telephone, singing of the pasture. Foul In the foot with
and whistling are some of "Polly's" cattle, and grease heel with horses. Is
accomplishments.
"Polly" Is fifty the result of tramping back itnd forth
year old
from mud holes to dusty grounds.

.

Enlarged Homesteads

The Clovis News
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I THIS IS YOUR I

The following extract taken
from an Aet of Congress dated
The News Prin ting Company
March 3, 1915. It will be seen
Publishers.
that contiguous and adjoining
LAWYER
land may be entered and proof
Entered at the poBt office at ottered after proof has been Clovis,
Niw Mixice.
Clovis. N. M. as second class submitted on original entry.
Sec. 3. That any person who
onatter under the act of March
has made or shall make, home
8, 1879.
stead entry of lands of the char
acter
herein described and who
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Clovis, N. M.
not
has
submitted final proof
$1.00
One Year
to practice in all courts
Admitted
thereon, or who having submit
50c
Bix Months
proof
ted final
still owns and oc
It is your friend.
cupies the land thus entered,
And Roy D. Elder. County shall have
It is for your convenience.
the right to enter
Commissioner, is a candidate for public
lands subject to the pro
Law
Attorneys
at
It will help you save.
election as county clerk? Would
visions of this act, contigous to
Bldg.
Worley
in
Office
you?
will care for your savings
It
jar
n't that
his first entry, which shall not.
Opposite
Postoffie
together with the original entrv.
It will pay you interest on
Rooms 4 and 5.
One of our dealers quotes hogs exceed
them.
three hundred and
on foot at 5
and 6 cents twenty acres: Provided,
New Mexico.
Clovis,
that
It will give you expert adThat would be paying a durn the land originally
entered and
vice when you are perprice
for some we know in covered by
Rood
the additional entrv.
plexed.
Clovis.
shall have first been designated
The advice it gives you will
as BUDject to this' Act., as pro
Physician and Surgeon
Curry and Quay counties alone
be sound.
vided by section one thereof.
should produce enough wheat
Office in Jackson Bldg,
It will be your friend in
this year to supply the whole
Opposite PoBtoffice
prosperity.
state of New Mexico with flour
Office Phone 231
Residence 269
Notice Of Sale
It will assist you to avoid
until the next crop is harvested.
Whereas the District Court of
or overcome adversity.
"Clovis is extensively adver- Curry County, New Mexico, on
Keep your money in YOUR
E.
tised as one of the very best the 9th. day of February. 1915.
bank and pay your bills
towns in the southwest," said rendered judgment against E. F.
by check.
a traveling man to the News Hardwick and Gustenia R. Hard- is the modern way.
It
editor recently. "Everywhere wick, in the sum of Seven Hun
dred Dollars as principal to
you go you can hear of Clovis."
It is the safe way.
Over First National Bank.
gether with interest on the same
It is the most convenient
Phone 95.
Quite a neighborly feeling is at the rate of 12 per cent per
way.
Clovis,
New
Mexico.
being worked up between the annum, from August 2nd. 1913
It is the ONLY way.
citizens of Clovis and those of to February 9th. 1915, and for
When the new road is the additional sum of Eishtv
Fortales.
It is the way of ALL succompleted,
relationship Dollars and Fifty cents with 6
cessful men.
should be still closer.
per cent interest thereon from
Make it YOUR way.
'ebruary 9th. 1915. as an at
Physician
good
Another
& Sifgeon
rain fell Satur- torneys fee and a further judgday, which although not needed, ment that said judgment
for
will give the crops another boost. principal and interest bear
Office Opposite Postoffice
inter
Thousands of acres of wheat est from February 9th.. 1915,
were planted last fall and this until paid at the rate of 12 per
spring, which according to pres cent per annum, and that said
M. D.
ent prospects is sure to result in judgment for Eighty Dollars and D.
a bountiful harvest.
Fifty cents, for attorney's fees
Physician & Surgeon
bear interest from February 9th.
A. L. Await has begun his 1915,
office in elks home
at the rate of 6 per cent
campaign
for
as per annum and tor costs,
in a Office Phone 146. Res Phene 826
county clerk. He says that if
foreclosure suit against the said
he had accepted that
f 100. 00 E. F. Hardwick and Gustenia R
and suit cf clothes that some of
Hardwick, defendants, by Cash
the county commissioners of- Ramey, plaintiff, being
cause
fered him, he would not have No. 814 in the District
DENTIST
Court of
been "jobbed" out of office.
Curry County, New Mexico, and
Office Opposite P. O.
the Court in said judgment and
Phone 89.
Twelve new street lights of
decree, ordered and decreed that
CLOVIS.
NEW MEX.
S. A. JONES, President
the larger size have been in
the property of the said E. F.
stalled by the city. Six have
S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
Hardwick and Gustenia R. Hardbeen located on the east side and
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.
wick, hereinafter described, be
the same number on the west
sold according to law to satisfy
side. It will be quite a help to
Physician & Surgeen
said judgment and that E. H
the hubby" coming home late
Robinson is by the court appoint Special attention to diseases of
from lodge.
ed Special Master to advertise the Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat
Do You Know Her?
and r itting Glasses.
The following letter received
Clovis is beginning to put on and sell said property according
Ow Mwra Ptoaiur
by one of our leading business
an appearance o f clen liness. to law.
OHM PkoM IS. RmMmm. rOM 1
The city has been busy for sevNow therefore, Notice is here Clovis,
merchants
was given to the
- New Mix.
News for publication. Possibly
eral weeks cleaning up the rub- by given that I, the undersigned
bish in the alleys and streets un- Special Master, will on Monday,
Borne of our
readers are ac
quainted with the lady to whom
til it Is doubtful if there is now May 24th.. 1915. at the hour of
a town in the state that is clean- Ten O'clock in the forenoon, at
reference is made and can give
of th firm of Dn Pnmlf A 8warinata
er than Clovis.
the inquirer the desired infor
the front door of the Curry
of Ronr.il
County Court House in Clovis.
mation:
The News has the biggest Curry County New Mexico, Sell will be in Clovis from the 10th
Apri. 24 1915
town and county boost in store at public auction to the highest to 20th of each month treating
to the leading
for our people that has ever been bidder for cash the following diseases of the Eye. Ear. Nose
Merchant
attempted in Clovis. This is the described property, to wit:
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. of Cloves N. M.
best year that we have had in
All of tha S)uthwist quarte
Dear sir
many and the News proposes to (SW1-4of Section Three (3) in
will you kindley inforn me of a
take advantage of the opportun- Township Three North of Range
DR. H. R. GIBSON
Ladys address or whoes home is
ity to puil off something out of 36 East, N. M. P. M. in Curry
in your town I have seen and
the ordinary.
Watch for it. County New Mexico:
talked with her but have forgot
To satisfy said judgment and
Wait for it.
Your assistance
reats all diseases both acute ten her name possiably you can
will be required to make it a interest thereon and all costs and chronic. Special attention give me her name, huv m tell
and attorney's fees with interest given 10 diseases or women. inr vmi he
I
success.
h
on the judgement for said atMarried the 2 time hpr hnnhnnri
PATIENTS KlfAMlWtfn rprc
With this issue the Clovis torney's fees.
Office 103
invalid she has a farm
North Main Street is
News is eight years old. It
Witness my hand this 24 day
near
clove fihe also travels
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
was printed and circulated on of March, 1915.
some
with
her husband & little
Clovis,
New Mexico. boy
May 1, 1007, before there was a
E. H. Robinson,
& sometimes reads the fusingle house 'on the present
Special Master.
ture for peouples I want her to
townsite. The post office at that A9 -- Apr. 30
read
for me if you will kindley
.
time was called Riley and Clovis
me
ive
her address or give her
M. D.
was known as "Riley switch."
Ml L
Lir
t
j cia pay
mine
i win ue DDiirea
.Physician & Surgeon.
It was necessary to put a one School House For Sale.
yju for your trouble
cent stamp on all papers sent May 15th 1915, at 10 a. m
hoping to meet you & to be
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
through the post office, until we
Rocky School House, situated
Office phone 53.
friends I remain yours
Res. 219.
were admitted to the mails in 5 miles north of Texico on the
A. H. Amsden
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
due form.
SW. 4, Sec. 22 Tp. 3 N. R. 37 E.
Tularosa N. M.
T his is for sale to the highest Clovis.
New Mix.
John Bunny, the movie actor
bidder and we reserve the right
R. V. Duke who is now farm
who has made millions laugh, to reject
any or all bids.
ing a place near St Vrain was
died at h'shomejin Brooklyn SunJ. E. Bingham.
in Clovis on business matters
day. His smiling face will be
F. E. Lovett.
Tuesday.
Mr. Duke is one of
missed by the "kiddies" who alfor all kinds of
Monroe Lee,
old
of Curry county
settlers
the
ways wanted to see Rnnnv ut
Meats and Produce
Board of Trustees.
always
and
has
raised a good
Lyceum,
the
4t
Phone 123.
Phone 123. crop here.

W. A. Gillcnwatcr

BANK

The Curren Agency
W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
(u. s. commissioner)

Real Estate S
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

H Fire Insurance

T. J. Mabry
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Reese & Pardue

1

m

m

....

Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
Taxes naid and records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners.

7

LSI

E0L

3G

3

See the Curren Agency for
Best old line Insurance.
Now
located in the Antlers building-Phon-

Money! Money!

32.

1-- 2

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no--

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

M. Chapman

See us

i

the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are rep
resenting some of the largest
and best companies.
See

Association
Magdalena, N. M., May

4,

1915

For the above occasion, The Santa Fe will have on sale
May 11th to 14th, inclusive, tickets Clovis to Magdalena, N.
M., and return at the very low rate of $16.75 for the round
trip, with return limit May 17th, 1915.

L R.

CONARTY, Agent.

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths

BANK

Swearingi n

112

1--

2

St

South Main

Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Dow Town Phone 123

PLOWING!

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!

nl;

Have 16 good teams and am now readv to do that
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

I

2

L A. UlCkman.

....

Walker's Market

5

13,-1-

NATIONAL

Osteopath

A16-M1-

NEW MEXICO

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

)

J

CLOVIS,

FIRST

DR. A. L. DILLON

1--

'

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Oflice. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

New Mexico Stockmen's

THE

D. D.

If you expect difficulty

The
J
Union Mortgage Co.
UlJlJtJiJlJijIjIjIjIjljIjtjljIjlJl

L. Connell,

R. R. DUNCAN

LAND LAWYER

at once!

Dr. J. R. Haney

our

Arthur E. Curren

tice.

--

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
'
Shorett & Petitf ils, Pros.

WE DO THE A. T. A 8. P. HOSPITAL WORK

SANITARY

-

Q

. .

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIEi)?

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

14.

Night Phone 3a

GLASSWARE

CHINA WARE

GRANITE WARE

Also a complete line of 5 and 10c articles. Over five thousand useful articles to select from. We make a specialty of providing the
many useful items needed in the home. Come in and make yourself
acquainted with our stock, tell us how we can make it better for you.

WHITING

Stationery,
Toys
,

Mazda Electric
Lamps

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

Market Report

An Explosive Lecture.

Notice of Contest.

(By Gurley and Co and

Clovis, N. M., April 27, 1915.
The Clovis News,
Clovis, N. M.

Department of the Interior, United 8 tales
Land Office. Tueumcarl. N. M. April 21, 1916.
To Omer N. Craln of Field. Mew Mexico and
Sickles, Oklahoma, Contettee:
You are hereby notified that Homer E. Roach
who gives Field. New Mexico as his post office
address, did on March 22, 1916, file in this office
bit duly corroborated application to contest and
ecure the cancellation of your Homestead Entry
No.
, Serial No. 011021 made April 9th.
1909, for Southeast Quarter Section 12, Township ( N.. Range 21 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, and
si grounds for his contest he alleges that Entry- man has wholly abandoned aaid entry from date
of entry up to the present time, with the exception of occasional visits of short duration, nsvsr
having lived and actually resided on the place
for aa much aa two weeks at any one time, such
visits being made at six months Intervals, which
abandonment still exists and the defects have
not been eured and patent has not been earned
under either the three or five year laws:
You are, therefore, further notified that th
sa'd allegationa will ba taken as confessed, and
your aald entry will be caneeled without further
right to be heard, either before this office or on
appeal, If you fail to file In this office within
twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under
th. specifically responding to theas allegation.
of contest together with due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on tne aaid
contestant either in person or by registered

Killed by Horse Kick
Tobe Mooreman,

of Texico,

died Tuesday night as a result of
injuries sustained b y being
kicked by a horse recently. Mr.
Mooreman was one of the old
timers in this section of the
country and resided upon and
worked the Menfelder farm
north of Texico last year. He
was residing on a ranch on the
Texas side of the line this year.

Methodist Church May 2

;

Central Market)
Broom Corn, per ton. $60.00 and

per bu.

Kaffir,

95cts.

Wheat

$1.45

Maize

87cts.
10 cts.

Chickens
Eggs
Hides
Hogs,

(hens)
(springs)

25cts.
12

on

(Green)
(Dry)
foot 5

1--

2

1--

cts.

2

7 cts.
17 cts.
and 6 cts.

Services next Sunday will be:
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
Morning service with sermon
and holy communion at 11 a, m.
Subject: "The Study of (iod's
Word." Evening service with
sermon at 7:30 p. m. All are
cordially invited.

The prospects for greater pros
perity i n Clovis were never
brighter than they are at the
present time. The farmers and
stockmen are in better shape
financially than they have ever
been and the prospects for a big
crop is the best that it has ever
been at this season of the year.
The railroad is doing a big business and will continue to do so,
at least during the expositions
in California. The new Galves
ton road is being advertised and
business on that line is picking
up. From all reports the Pecos
Valley will have the largest fruit
crop this year in its history and
Clovis will reap the benefits of
all this business activity. There
is not a town in the country that
has a brighter future than has
Clovis.

Scheurich is building a
concrete office building 20x22 on
the rear of the First National
Bank lot on west Grand Avenue.
The building will be fire proof.
The old wooden building which
he occupied which was the first
post office building in Clovis,
will be removed after the new
one is completed.

Pink liayburn, who was a;
cused of hitting a mexican in the
Copeland bar last week resulting
in serious injury to the native of
the land of Manana, was dismissed at his trial in justice
Noble's court Wednesday, there
being no evidence to prove that
he was in any way connected
with the affair. It is said that
the puilty party escaped.

There will be preaching both
morning and evening by the
pastor. As this is the last Sun
day before our District Conference we are anxious to have a
full attendance
a t Sunday
School and at the preaching
Let every member
services.
please make a special effort to
be present. We take pleasure
in inviting the people of Clovis
worship with us.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.

qo

Episcopal Church

C. A.

Dear Sir:
I beg to advise that on the
night of June 3, Inspector Blood
of the Bureau of explosives wil
give an illustrated lecture at the
Baptist church, the object being
to promote greater cave in the
handling of dangerous articles
so as to decrease the number of
accidents caused by ignorance
or carelessness.
This lecture is very interest
tng and no charge will be made
and anyone interested in the
safe transportation of explosives
and inflamable articles, are in
vited to attend.
Yours truly,
L. R. Conarty, Agent.

$75.00

Hot Point Week
May 3rd to May 8th

33 per cent Off

Harry
atton,
who was
recently
appointed
assistant
United States attorney, went to
Amarillo Monday to represent
W. B. Mersfelder in the Mers- leider-Bancase which was on
trial this week.

f

KLIGIO7SCIEHTIFIC SKETCHES

mfflJMM,
1

8

I

Department of the Interior United 8tatos Land
Office, Fort 8umnr, New Mexico, April 12. 1916.
To Minnie M. Lowry. Contest:
You are hereby notlRrd that Letter L. Linn
who civet Clovis, N. M.. care A. E. Curren, as
add ret . did on February 17. 1816,
hit poet-offifile In this office his duly Co ro berated application

to contest and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead. Entry No. CW801 Serial Ne. 06902,
made A must
Section t3,
190. for N. w.
Township 2 N Ranis 33 E.. N. M. P. Meridian.
and as urounilt for his contest he allerss thst
Minnie M. Lowry has wholly abandoned
aald
land for a period of over three years last past
and next prior to date herein.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will lie taken by this office ss
having been eonfeesed by you. and your aaid
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further rla-h-t to be heard therein, either before
this ohVe or on appeal, if you fail to file In this
office within twenty days after the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, siieciflcally meeting and
responding to these alienations of contest, or If
you fall within that time to file In this office due
proof that you have served a copy of your answer on the contestant either in person or by
reirlntered mall. If this service Is mnde by the
delivery uf a copy of your atmwer to the contestant in person, proof of such service must be
either the aaid contcHtant s written acknowl
edgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the
date of itl receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made mating when
and where the copy was delivered: If made by
registered mail, proof of such service mutt cod- sistof the affidavit of the person by whom the
copy wax mailed Hating when and the pott office
to which It was mailed, and this affidavit must
be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should elate In your arntwer the name of
the poHt oltice to which you dt tiro future notices
to be sunt to you.
A. J. Evans. Heirlater.

!.

KaVMIINIh. HaKHISON, Receiver.
April (3, 1U1K

Date of first publivatiun
"
" " second
" " third
"
"
" " fourth

April

"
"

" second

" third
" fourth

"
"
"

April SO, 19K,
May 7, 1915
May 14. 1915

:

system I

" ""
e
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GOD'S GLORY IN THE HEAVXlfS

"Tut reverence of Jehovah ta the beginning of wisdom."
Only the foollBb any In their heart, "There t no God," "hoy
unto day uttereth speech, end night onto night ihoweth knowledge." "The heavens declare the glory of God." rsalms 111:10;

4

14:1; 19:1. 2.
An appreciation of the Infinite rower of the Creator and of
our own littleness should make oa teachable.
The study of
Creation la the "Key of Knowledge." Using this Key we begin

to realise that the only worthy ambition la to co operate with
our Creator's beneficent designs respecting Hia Creation.
The planeta of our 8yitem compared with onr 8nn are aa
nothing. Imagine the Sun'a diameter that of a large floor barrel: Jupiter would compare aa a arnall orange, Earth and Tenoa
aa peas, and Mercury and Mara aa raspberry seeds.
The Bun la three hundred thousand times the also of our
Earth. A train at thirty miles an hour could go around the
Kiirth In one month, but nearly ten years would he required for
It to travel the circumference of the Sun.
Onr day and night are the result of the Earth's rotation on
Ita own axle, while Its motion around the Run marks onr year.
Planeta nearer the Sun have shorter orbits, and hence, shorter
years, while remote onea have longer years. A year on the
planet Mercury would equal three of our months. On Neptune,
farthest off, year equala 104 of Earth's years.
Tet our Son la only one of the flstd ttart, of which the most
astronomical methods estimate there are one hundred
and twenty-fiv- e
millions. Around each of these fittd itart undoubtedly revolves a planetary Bystptn like onr own. Thus
reckoned, there are one thousand million worlds. Even thin ts
not the limit If we should stand upon the farthest and dimmest star, we ahould no doubt from there are as many more
beyond. We are appalled at the greatness of the Universe.
The sodlaral eigne Illustrate various sections of the heavens,-visiblat different seasons.

Notice of Contest

.10, 191 S

May 7, 1IMS
May 14. ISIS

,

Jour Wsolar,

OU902

Department of the Interl ir United States Land
Office. Fort Sumner, N. M., April 1, 1915.
To James OHara of Clovis. N. M.. Contests:
You sre hereby notified thst Bertie Ethleman
who gives Havener. N. M. at hia post-offisd.
diets, did on
Ills In this office
hit duly corroborated application to contest snd
secure the cancellation of your Homestead, En
try No. 07222. 8erlal No. 07222 made November
10. 1909. for N. E.
8ectlon 30. Towmhip 2 N
Range 34 E.. N. M. I. Meridian, and as grounds
for his contest hs alleges that you have totally
abandoned aald land for a period of over two
yean last paat and that a bona-fU- e
residence
has never been established on the lend.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegationa will be taken by this office at
having been confessed by you, and your aaid
entry will be cancelled
thereunder without
your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you fall to file
In thin office
ithln twenty days after the
rousTH publication
of
t hia
notice
shown
below,
your answer, un
der oath, specifically meeting and retnondlne
to these allegationa of contest, or if you fail
within that time to file in this clcs dlie proof
that you have served a copy of yvur answer
on the said contestant either in person, or by
registered mail. If this service is mails by the
livery of a copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, proof
such
of
service
must be either the uakl contestant's written acknowledgment of hia receipt of the copy, showing the date of Its receipt, or the affidavit of
the person by whom the delivery was made
Latins when and where the copy was deliver
ed: If made by registered mail, proof of such ser
vice must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
the past office to which It was mailed and this
fTktavlt must beaceompsnied by the pottmast
er's receipt for the letter.
You rhould state in your answor the nsme of
the post office to which you dciira future no
tices to be sent to you.
A. J. F.vsnh. ReKlitter.
Pate uf first publication April 21, 1915

is

PRO.GR

I

maH.
You ahould state in your answer the name of
the post office to which you desire future notices
to be sent to you.
R. P. Donohoo. Register.
Felipe Sanchet y Baca, Receiver.
Data of first publication April 30. 1915
" second
"
May 7, 1915
" third
"
May 11 1916
" fourth
"
May 21. 1915

Notice of Contest.
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Watch thia space I Beginning next week, it
will contain a coupon each week for six monfha.
Each coupon will be worth five cents to you. Watch for them
and aave them.
No. 1.

WELL
I am

WORK

prepared for drilling and

all kinds of well repair work.
See me for prices.

W. F. BRAS WELL
5 Miles

Southeast of Clovis.

Crowded Out.
On account of lack of space
the News is com pelted to leave
out some of our country correspondence this weeWJ among:
which is a part of the Blacktow-er- ,

Enterprise, Pleasant Hill and
the singing convention items.

irr
WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

ms

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres

J. C

DIRECTORS:
NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L H. SANDERS

I

Feed Your Mind on What Every Woman
Wants to Know
Contentment
Ladies will not be contented unless they are cor-

How, when and where to shop to the best ad
vantage and she is more particular about her hat
than any other part of her personal apeearance.

rectly attired. Wait for our big shipment of the
latest in spring and summer goods which we are expecting to arrive each day.
Your Spring and Summer Hat
We have lately received some pretty new white
chinchilla coats that are simply beautiful.
will cost less if purchased from us. We sell the same
Wear thz Niagara made gloves we have them. hat made of the same material in the same manner
that you would pay a much higher price for else"KABO" is the live model corset. where.
If you prefer the front lace we can suit
We have a bran new shipment of shapes and.
you. We also have the back lace. If flowers and we get new goods all the time. The
you wear it in the proper size and mod- new straight sailor continues very popular, and for
el your figure will have supreme style panamas, we simply can't be beat, as we purchased
and untold comfort.
a job lot from a salesman direct from the factory
All Kabo corsets are guaranteed not and you will wonder how we can sell them so
to n18 break or tear.
CKABO
cheap. Come and see.
COMTf

MRS. E. C. GRISAMORE MRS. I. B. L. OSBORNE
Big Cattle Deal.
Shipley Brothers Cattle Company last week sold and delivered to George H. Saunders of
LaFors, Texas 238 head of
black angus heifers which were
ranging on their ranch northwest of Clovis. 214 head brought
$37.50 each and 24 head brought
$30.00 each. The cash transaction amounted to $8,745.00.
A. L. Cox, who resides northeast of Clovis, left Thursday for
Albuquerque in response to a
message stating that his brother
had been seriously injured by
being run over with a wagon
and is not expected to live. He
was not foun d for 24 hours after
the accident occured as he lives
13 miles out in the country.

Leg Amputated

Frio Frolics

-

There is plenty of rain around
Frio at present.
Mrs. J. D. Moore is still sick
and we regret to say a little
worse at the present writing.
Mrs. U. I. Sloan, who was
sick is better now,
Rev. Rodgers filled his monthly appointment at Frio last Sunday and also preached a good
sermon at the Brooks' school
house in the evening.
Dave Turner went t o the
Breaks last week and got
caught in the rain.
There will be literary at Frio
Friday night, the 30th. Everyin Texico.
body invited.
Willie Fahsholtz received a
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store. letter the other day which said:
if not called for in 55 days
to us.
John and Carl Moore are still
O in Clovis with their brother,
The accident in Texico, as
mentioned in last week's issue
of the News, in which Ralph
Daniels accidently shot A. Watson and A. Shoeshone with a
shot gun while hunting, has resulted more seriously than at
Both parties
first expected.
were shot in the legs and as
mortification had set up in the
wound received by Shoeshone it
was necessary to amputate his
leg above the knee which operation was performed by Dr.
Miller Monday. The unfortunate man is employed in a tailoring and pressing establishment

re-ru- m

A

Big Bargain s

IF YOU ACT QUICKLY

s

All Three for Only 75c

8
8
8
8
8
8

50c
The Clovis News, regular price 6 months
Holland's Magazine, regular price 6 months 50c

Farm and Ranch, regular price 6 months

All to You for Only 75c
This tremendous saving in price offers
you an opportunity, which you will probably never have again, to secure these
three publications, each the best of its
kind, at an almost unbelievable reduction.

50c

I

8
This Offer will be Withdrawn Soon
8
Subscribe Today!
8
THE CLOVIS NEWS 8
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Lewie.
Miss Ophelia and Mrs. W. I.
Sloan visited Mrs. Fahsholtz and

daughters last week.
Willie Fahsholtz visited Shiloh

last Friday night.
Wonder
what is attracting him over
there?
Ed and Fred Fahsholtz, who
have been up at Plain threshing
for the last three months, were
moving the machine home when
thpy were forced to stop on account of the rain.
Mr. Dove from Rhea, Texas,
was visiting in this part of the
country last week.
G. D. McLean bought a span
of mules last week.
Mrs. M. E. Tritthart, who has
been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Fahsholtz, the
past two weeks, will leave for
Idaho this week. She says she
likes New Mexico better every
day.
A New Beginner.

Saturday and Sunday on the
farm.
Miss Ina Works left last week
for a visit with her sister at
Dalhart, Texas.
Miss Susie Jones is on the sick
list.
Mrs. Roberts spent Thursday
with Mrs. Marks.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly and Miss
AdaStahl were Clovis visitors
Friday night.
Mrs. Jones visited with Mrs.
Marks Wednesday.
Hobart Rork and Miss Fay
Marks were Clovis visitors Mon
day.
Dean Pattison visited with his
brother Sunday.
Misses Yulan and Lannie
h
Roberts spent Saturday and
their parents.
Moss Boyd and Miss Florence
O'Hara were at Clovis Wednesday night.
Verda McReynolds spent Sunday with Vernon Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Westfall
visited their son one day last
week.
Sun-wit-

Bro. A. Stubble preached to a
For Sale or Trade C heap!
large crowd Sunday evening.
My interest in thrashing outfit
We are very sorry to hear of at Frederick, Okla. Address J.
Mrs. J. Houston being so sick, B. Waits, Clovis, N. M.
2t.
but hope she will be well soon.
J. S. Smithson, the Grady
Mrs. Josephine Winslow, of
real estate dealer who makes a
Taft, N. M., is visiting at the
specialty of dealing in wheat
Zwissler home this week.
land in the northern part of the
county, was in town on business
Blacktower Budget
Thursday.
Don't give me up, here I am
A. F. Roach, of near Field was
again. I will always come on
in the city Wednesday and made
by and by.
Blacktower is getting to be a the News office a pleasant call.
wind mill center, as Uncle Pete Mr. Roach and his sons have a
McDaniel is drilling a well for large acreage planted this year
most every one that has not al- and are endeavoring to get more
land.
ready got one.

The two Wilmons had their
The Centeal Meat Company
school program last Friday night shipped a car load of choice hogs
which sure was fine and after to market Monday. They have
the program, then came the box bought and shipped many cars
supper which was a success. of hogs from this county during
There were several boxes from the past year.
the Havener neighborhood which
No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund
helped out, but when BlacktowBank
of Farwell, is in position
er has anything to do, Havener
to
some cattle loans, any
make
is always there with the goods
size you want if the collaterals
Let us thank them and not

get them.

for-

good."

.

Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
Little Nora Eller, daughter of
frigerators.
Phone 72.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Eller, is
J. L. Moore was in Clovis Sat- quite sick at this writing.
urday and Sunday.
Little Edna Norris has been
James Roberts spent Sunday sick this week, but is better.
with Chester Marks.
Mrs. Pattison was a Clovis
shopper Saturday.

JUST BETWEEN

Enterprise Echos
Grass is getting good
cattle are looking fine.

Re-

OURSELVES

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
and

We have fine prospects for a
big fruit crop this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Homan,
Mr. and Mrs. Alley and daughter
Miss Mary, attended the singing
convention at Union Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
and Dale Stubble visited at the
Lewis home Sunday.
Earnest. Kingry risited with
Jim Holden Sunday.
Miss Ethel Emerson
Claud Courier
brother visited at the Carnihan
A. L. Marks spent Friday, home Sunday night;

and

We believe we ought to have it. In our store the best of
service is yours. Our prices are always reasonable. All
goods of the highest quality. We want your confidence-w- ant
to know that we can ably, intelligently and efficiently
handle your every Grocery wants. We are here to serve
you. We only want your business as long as we continue
to give satisfaction. You always get courteous treatment
in our store. The children get every consideration in our
store. We are pleased to take orders over the phone, and
will deliver goods anywhere. Anything you expect to find
in a modern store, you will find it here.
Come in get acquainted we want your business.

R. B. CHEEK GROCERY
South Main Street

Telephone 67.

CLOVIS BUSINESS DIRECTORY AND RAILROAD TIME TABLE
MOUNTAIN

TIME

EXIT BOUND
No. H Chicago Flyer
Arrive 7:10 A. If.

"

"

No. 114 K.C.Expmm
LUBBOCK

Lmrt 7:46 A. M.
Leave 1:10 P. II.
cuT-or-

r

ta South from Eut Arrive 7:16
No. ta Texas Dally
Un 7:36
No.

A- T-

STOP

Mason's
Confectionery

TRAINS

W. A. Gillenwater

The Antlers Hotel
Mrs.

M.

Lyons, Prop.

MOUNTAIN TIME

0

Cold Drinks,
The Best Hotel in the City.
Good Meals,
Ice Cream,
Fresh Fruits, Good Rooms,
Prices
Reasonable.
Choice Candies
Main St,

Phone

West Grand Ave.

162.

TRAINS

LAWYER

WEST BOUND
No. II Tho Minionary Arrive 7 M A. M.
A. at
Laavo
1:10 A. at.
No. 117 Prom K. C.

Insurance, Real Estate
and Rentals.

Will Practice in All Courts.

Arrl.

SOUTH BOUND
Laav
No. M7 P. V. Exprwo

Office Cor. Main St., Grand Ave

A. M.
A. II.

The Curren Agency

Phone

Phone 215.

Antlers Bldg.

120.
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Phone 32.
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SS6
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NORTH BOUND
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Meat Mart
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Steam
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.Cured Meats
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St.
South Main
48.

phone

TxMeytii;

VP

COAL & LUMBER
LONE STAR LBR. CO. pr
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Do You Want a
Home ?

E. B. EASTHAM
STAPLE AND FANCY
West Grand Ave.
5

Get Ready for the 1916 Campaign by Subscribing for

Book and Job Printing

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material
Phone 23.

Telephone 75.
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The Clovis News
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Oldest Established.
Largest Circulation.
Not owned by any ring or political organization.
$1.00 a year.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

WOMAN WOULD
HOT GIVE UP
Though Sick and Suffering; Ai
Last Found Help in Lydia
E.

SCULPTOR AND PHILANTHROPIST
Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney,
whose masterpiece of sculpture, "The
Fountain of El Dorado." la on exhl
exposi
bltion at the Panama-Pacifition, la pronounced by critics to be
the most gifted woman sculptor In
America. She has been devoted to
art throughout her life, and in the
hot summer months has toiled in her
New Tork studio In MacDougal alley,
fraternizing with the sculptors' col'
ony and many a time helping stu
dents In distress.
Her great wealth
never interfered with her consclen
tlous work, but It permitted her to
exercise her philanthropic tendencies,
which are almost as notable as her
artistic. She has given much tiratf
and money to charity, and with the
breaking out of the war she turned
at once to the aid of the suffering
She established a hospital In Paris, of
which she Is in active charge All
her days now are devoted to the re
.
lief of the wounded soldiers that are
brought back from the battle lines. Mrs. Whitney is the eldest daughter of
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbllt and the wife of Harry Payne Whitney, the famous
polo player who has represented America in international contests. She Is
the sister of Countess Oladys Szechenyl, who bus equipped a hospital corps

Pinkham's Vegeta- ble Compound.

-

" When I started
Richmond, Pa.
taking Lydia E. Finkham'a Vegetable

Compound I waa In a

dreadfully rundown
state of health,
had internal trou-

c

In

Austria-Hungary-

.

T

J
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T in a recognized maxim In

strategical problems that a
desert frontier la the one
tn out easy to defend and
most formidable to assault
Mountains, rivers and seas
have their difficulties, and
aro Berlous obstacles for an
Invader to tackle, but for
Impracticability they do not compare
with even a narrow zone of barren
land, where fond and water are nonexistent and where bod ground makes
transport either laborious or altogether Impossible, battlefields, like
the sites of capitals, are not made by
man, but are the outcome of geographical position. The chief lines of communication of the world, and consequently the warpaths of nations, are,
in like nmnner, determined by the He
of the land and Its physical features.
So long, for Instance, as Egypt and
Palestine are not under one rule, and
so long as there is a likelihood or a
recurrence of hostility between the
powers that control these two countries, the desert barrier that separates
Uem will be the scene of conflict. Being a narrow neck of land" Joining two
continents, and being the only land
link between two of the most fertile
regions of the earth, it has always
been, and will always be, an important
line of communication. For the same
reason It must retain Its significance
from a military standpoint. It chances
that the link between Egypt and Asia
Is cursed by the blight of aridity. But
the same providence that caused this
area to be useless to man provided the
more favored region of the Nile valley with an Inimitable protection from
envious foes.
A hundred miles of
waste is a better guard against Invasion than any other natural feature; It
Is far less costly than modern fortifications and probably more effective.
Yet, In spite of nature's bulwarks, this
area baa probably been the scene of
more hostility than any other desert
Jn the world. Inexorably, as It were,
the silent wilderness has .been disturbed by successive waves of migratory hordes and by the continual passing or military expeditions. There is
no rest for this land; It seems to attract tragedy.
, The desert, Egypt's ancient barrier
against intruding foes, has proved to
be a formidable breakwater on to
which many an enemy has hurled him-elTheir efforts have been met
with varying success. Although It has
proved of no avail against determined
and systematic attacks. It has caused
a hostile advance on Egypt to be
looked upon as a big undertaking.
It
would be foolish to treat such an obstacle lightly, but with sufficient Initiative Its difficulties can be successfully surmounted.
It Is noteworthy
tbat desert frontiers to fertile lands
also probably entail the responsibility
of wild tribes to be kept at bay. The
wilderness that fringed ancient China
was a barrier against distant foes, but
the nomads actually Inhabiting that
desert were the source of so much
danger that they might be considered
the direct cause for the building of the
Great Wall. In the same way the
early Inhabitants of the Nile valley did
not consider nature's battlements sufficient to repel the wild nomadic tribes
that constantly swept In from arid
Arabia to raid them. So they supplemented this barrier by lines of fortifications, which ran from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Suez.
s
a still more effective barrier has
supplanted the crude, though colossal

ffirrs
Ta

Now-aday-

labors of the ancients, the hostile desert being backed by the canal, which
has rightly been described as "the
most formidable
military
obstacle
ever constructed by man." Invading
foes muBt accomplish the toll of the
desert march, they must arrive In
some sort of "fitness," attack carefully

prepared positions, succeed In breaking the defensive and cross the canal
before they can rely on getting food
and water.
There Is probably no newer method
of dealing with the problems of supply on such a campaign than those
employed by Alexander, Napoleon or
Ibrahim Pasha. The more adaptable
and the better acclimatized to the peculiar conditions are the forces In use
the more simple does the problem become. To move bands of Bedouin to
and fro across such country would be
only asking them to live their everyday lives. No doubt many of the
troops being employed by the Turks
on the present venture are quite at
home in such surroundings, can live
hard and travel hard, but there cannot be a very great number of them.
Numbers, It should be noted, have an
abnormal Influence In the East, where
bluff plays such a large part In life.
The Arab, In his own intertribal wars,
depends largely upon giving an exaggerated Idea of bis numbers and
strength. The issue of a desert engagement Is often decided without a
blow being struck, those In tbe minority giving In without resistance to
those In the majority.
It seems doubtful that the true desert .warriors the Bedouin are being
employed In any large extent.
Had
the big tribes of Arabia been In perfect sympathy with the Turks they
might have constituted a formidable
array. But the children of Ishmael
have not changed; they are still as
"unstable as water." Even of those
who have been commandeered, with
their camels, large numbers have deserted and disappeared Into the heart
So the great reof the wilderness.
serve of desert soldiery remains
The successful Issue of a desert campaign depends upon a phenomenal ability to tackle the problems of
supply and of transport. The organization of these must be perfect In detail and absolutely reliable In action.
In the old days, although military operations took much longer to come to
head than they do now, when the
antagonlats actually Joined battle, the
result was quickly decided. The decisive battles of the world have generally been decided between dawn and
dusk. This Is especially the case In
Arab tactics. Sudden attack and swift
retreat Is the secret of desert warfare,
for there Is no time to waste. It may
be recalled tbat In all former conflicts
frontier the
on the Egypto-TurkisIssue has not long hung In the balance. Alexander entered Egypt a week
after he left Gaza, a distance of 120
miles. Napoleon only spent six 'and
a half days on the road between bis
base at Katleh and his arrival before
Gaza. The advance guard of the Turks,
din-use-

h

In 1800,
Arlsh on

under Taher Pashr, left

El

April 2 and actually took
Salahleh, on the farther ride of the
present canal, before the 12th at the
month. But In tbat case, it Is true,
there was no serious opposition to
their advance. Swift and decisive ac
tion Is evidently the maxim of tbat
nartlcular military undertaking; by
the mercy of Allah the prevalent creed
Invaders Is that
of the present-dahaste Is of the devil." It is certain

TREASURE BOX den there a long time. Frankofhurried
Main
to the white light district
drluka for
$o 8ays Merrymsker, Who Tries to street and began to buy
went
OLD

BOOT

A

Spend 11,000 He Alleges He
Found In Toe.

This was a busy day In the life of
Frank Cusnlngham. An old house was
left to bis grandmother for a kindness

he did many years ago. She told him
he could have a pair of rubber boots

there.

In one of the boots Cunningham
bills, bid- found $U00 in twenty-dolla- r

everyone he could find. A bonus
to tbe bartender with every purchase.
He paid $20 for fifteen pounds of porr
terhouse steak; another $20 for
and $20 for a carriage ride from
one gilded drinking palace to another.
However, when he paid $20 for a bottle of castor oil the druggist called the
police. The druggist Is a member of
tbe Citizens' Reform union.
Tbe police found $802 In Cunnlng- up-pe-

ENDS LONG PUBLIC
tbat the retreat which followed on tbe
recent attack on the canal ia without
precedent In tbe history of all former
After devoting 48 years to the
wars for the mastery of the eastern
gates of Egypt. As regards the prob service of the United States, Otto H.
lem of transport, we have an object Tittman has retired voluntarily from
lesson In Napoleon's Syrian expedition tbe position of superintendent of the
Shortly
of 1799. He concentrated about 14,000 coast and geodetic survey.
picked men 13,000 infantry and 1,000 before quitting the office he was unancavalry be inured his troops to the imously elected president of the Nahardships they were about to undergo,
and be formed a special camel corps
for scouting. He did not even attempt
to move hit artillery by land, but essayed to send It by sea. His plan tor
the transport of this comparatively
small force entailed tbe services of
2,000 camels to carry water for the
three days' journey between Katleh
and El ArtBh, where the supply waa to
be replenished.
Another 1,000 camels
bore provisions for the 14,000 men and
3,000 horses for IS days. Besides this,
3,000 mules were set apart solely foi
the conveyance of baggage. This wai
no light undertaking, even for such a
genius as Napoleon, and, as we know,
It ended In a retreat which may be
considered tbe turning point of hit
career.
Consider for a moment what an
army of animals must be necessarj
for the transport of the 65,000 or mor
men who are said to be concentrated
Camels
on the confines of Palestine.
will doubtless be employed In enormous numbers, both on account of
thi ii' adaptability to foodless and wa
terless countries, and also becaust
there is an unlimited supply on the
eastern borderlands of Syria and Pal
esttne. They are Invaluable for patrol
work, and unequaled as beasts of bur
den. But they need careful attention
and are by no means as hardy as oni
might suppose. So long as they art
In condition, well watered and sufficiently ed, they will undergo considerable strain, but If asked to do too
much they literally go to pieces. Tb
great herds of camels that have, no
doubt, been driven in from the Arabian borderlands will never have beeo
ridden or even saddled. Thirteen thousand camel saddles cannot be pro
duced in a hurry, and thta Is about the
number that will be required, estimated by Napoleon's allowance per man.
Camels will carry heavy loads on even
ground, they are easy to feed compared with horses, or even mules, and
they do not need water every day. But
It must be mentioned that when they
do drink they are In the habit of putting away a phenomenal amount of
water. It Is the maximum amount of
water required that Is the point In this
case, and is likely to prove unprocurable. The bountiful wells of El Arlsh.
for Instance, have been estimated to
be capable of supplying the needs of
15,000 to 20,000 men. I do not know
the comparative drinking capacity of
man and camel, but out of 13,000 camels, not to mention horses, mulea and
men, there would be many to go
thirsty. A still more significant point
in the commissariat arrangements Is
tbe fact that the desert will very soon
be bereft of even Its poor csmel scrub.
For a region which will easily support
passing caravans falls under the tax
of continuous grazing by Innumerable
Jierds.
LAOKing ai me prouiera oi campaigning in the wilderness. It seems that
the peculiar physical features of the
theater of action the po .y of the
land are playing an even bigger part
In this venture of the. twentieth century than ever they did In days goes
DOUGLAS CARKUTHERS.
by.

Geographic

tional

society.
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do waa by great
effort I could not sleep at night and
of course felt very bad in the morning,
and had a steady headache.
"After taking the second bottle I noticed that the headache was not so bad,
I rested better, and my nerves were
stronger. I continued its use until it
made a new woman of me, and now I
can hardly realize that I am able to do
so much as I do. Whenever I know any
woman in need of a good medicine I
highly praise Lydia E. Pinkham's VegMrs. Franc
etable Compound."
Clark, 3146 N. Tulip St, RichmomLPa.
IToiuen Have Been Telling Women
for forty years how Lydia E.PInkhara'e
Vegetable Compound has restored their
health when suffering with female ilia.
This accounts for the enormous demand
for it from coast to coast If you are
troubled with any ailment peculiar to
women why don't you try Lydia E,
Finkham'a Vegetable Compound? It
will pay you to do so. Lydia E. Pink
bam Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

feet and what I did

Constipation

Red-fiel- d

Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are jT

country.

Tlttmsn was born at Belleville, 111., August 20, 1850. At the age
of seventeen he entered the coast and
geodetlo survey and worked his way
up to the supertntendency
of that
Mr.

w

v
t

,

scientific bureau. During his career many notable experiences have been his lot. In 1874 he
went to Japan as assistant astronomer of an expedition to observe the
transit of Venus; In the years Immediately following he waa engaged
In coast survey work on both the At
lantic and Pacific coasts. From 1889 to 1893 be was in charge of the United
States standards of weight and measure.
In 1895 he became assistant in charge of the coast and geodetic survey
office, and In 1899 assistant superintendent.
His appointment as superintendent of the survey dates from December, 1900. Mr. Tittman waa appointed
to represent the United States In marking the. boundary between Alaska and
Canada, and In 1904 was appointed United States commissioner of the Alaskan boundary and northern boundaries excepting the great lakes.
s

r
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BRITAIN'S MINISTER TO VATICAN
Sir Henry Howard, who has the
distinction of being the first minister
to be sent to the Vatican by England In centuries, Is well known In
tbe United States. He has represented Great nrltain diplomatically In
many countries and was made a
knight commander of the Bath In
1907.

Sir Henry began his diplomatic
career 60 years ago as an attache of
the British legation In Washington
and later married Miss Cecelia Riggs,
daughter of the late George Rlggs,
prominent banker of the past generation. She died in 1907. Sir Henry
and his wife were conspicuous figures
in the diplomatic world for many
years, especially
at The Hague,
where he was long stationed.
The eldest son of the veteran
diplomat, Georgq Howard, la a resident of Washington and an Ameri4
can citizen, having adopted his moth
-- er's country as a boy.
Although Sir Henry's mission Is to the Vatican and not the Quirlnal, It
Is reasonable to believe that he has had a considerable part In the efforts
to foil the diplomacy of Prince von Buelow, the kaiser's representative in
Rome.

BEGAN PICTURESQUE
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Garden looks and is
practical, plain
sallorman.
The white salt has got
Into bis beard; he la grizzled and
hardened by hard weather, and In
appearance and manner might have
stepped out of the stormiest of Jo
Incidentalsoph Conrad's romances.
pockets,
Incoherent
and
from
ham's
ly, he halls from Tlpperary, and all
acstatements he volunteered they
of the men of his family are either
cused him of the burglary In tbe old fighting men or clergymen.
saw works three weeks ago. Two
years old, he was
About
other men were arrested on bis state- thirteen when he entered the navy
ment. Ossinlng (N. Y.) Dispatch to as a cadet, fifteen when be became
New York Herald.
He saw
a midshipman, and not quite twenty when he got his sublleutenancy.
bis first fighting as a lieutenant on board the Thalia during the bombardment
of Alexandria, and waa navigating lieutenant of the Dryad during the Suaklra
The Real Vimtlm.
Mrs. Howell I understand your hus- expedition. After a long term of peace during which he served in Chinese
waters, and, later. In tbe fishing seas around Newfoundland he found himband Is troubled with dyspepsia.
Mrs. Growell Yes; but bis dyspep- self aboard the Theseus during the punitive expedition led by Rear Admiral
sia doesn't trouble blm half as much Rawson against the king of Benin. That brilliant little campaign ended In
Ck
capture of Benin city.
as It does me.

straightforward,

fifty-eig-

I

np'i.

BilMStattt.

ladlMtia,

Sick

Hnsac.,

SttUw Skis.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

Encountered the Widow's 8mlts.
"I drapped down on muh knees befo
de wlddah," related Brother Waller,
"and pou'ed fo'th muh confectionery
edlmunta wid all de ellerqUlnce of a
puhsldln' eldah. And de lady dens
nach'ly rotcbed out and slapped ma
flat! What do yo' call dat, sah?"
sah." replied Brother Cud- dyhump, who Is a bit of a wag, "t
reggln dat was the wldow'a smite data
!
we reads about.
haw haw!"
Kansas City Ctar.

It would help some If we did mora
praying on Sunday and less preying
on the other six days.
B nnnny. tTie Rd Croat Bui V.MX
Oclighta
much twlter than liquid blur.
tha lauadreaa. All grocer. Adv.

Its

of the burning questions of tba
day go up In smoke.

Rheumatism
For Young and Old

To
Sir Lionel Car-deof the British navy fell the lot
of opening one of the most picturesque operations of the great European war the forcing of the Dardanelles. Commanding the powerful
allied fleet of English and French
warships, he began the romantic task
with a will, but Illness soon forced
him to relinquish the leadership to

1

had given in to my
wntiltt

The Army of

Both

President Wilson and Secretary
wrote personal letters highly
praising the work he has done for bis

world-famou-

bles, and was so extremely nervous and

The acute agonising pain of
rheumatism is soothed at once
bv Sloan's Liniment. Do not
rub it penetrates to the sore
bringing a comfort not
of until tried. Get a
bottle today.

rt,

RHEUMATISM
Hot WImI OiIiot Say i
"I bisjhly nrommind your Mnlmfnt
U tha bit mnrdy fur rhtnimatiftm I vr
um., llf for uaini It I atvnt large nmi
of mnnwy trying to f rt relief of th mitwry
and paint in limb and body, ao I tried
your Liniment both intwnal and titarnai
and I found quirk relief, and Dow an
well and itrong again."
Om, Curt$,M
N. Ulk Ht tipnnvfitld, ILL

HatVlroof

"I wlh to writ and trll you about a
fall I had down fourteen ttcpa, aud bruiard
my nM-- nud hip very bad. I could not
lorp at all. 1 wnt my wife for a it& rent
bottla of your Liniment and in twodnya
time I wm on my feet again."
Chnriet
Hyd; lSM6i I'roin A w., tit Lowia, Uo.

SLOMS
LINIMENT
for neuralgia, sciatica, sprains and
bruises.
AH Drvrcbta, Z5a.

Send four cants fai atampe for a
TRIAL BOTTLE

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.

Dept. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

MAKING MONEY IN THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

VETERAN OF THE RAIL
UTICA

CLAIMS OLDE8T MEMBER
OF ORGANIZATION.

Formed In 1863 Is M. J. Carroll
Now Has Retired From
Active 8ervlce.

Utlca's position as an important
railroad center makes It especially
fortunate in being able to number
many of these skillful and daring
drivers of the iron horse among Its

Carefully Inspected and Sold Direct to Cuitomtr.

'

(Br L K JOHNSON.)
For several yean we bad noticed
that late la the season our local markets ran bare of large and line tomatoes, being supplied only with those
plants
that were borne on spring-se- t
nd which were running small.
We thought we saw a chance to
snake some money by taking advantage
of this deficiency. We reasoned that
It we could set out plants late enough
to ripen their best fruit at this time
that we would find a good demand at
fair prices, regardless of the small
tuff with which the market was glutted.
For this purpose we chose the
known as the largest of all
tomatoes, but a sort that is not regarded with favor by regular trucker.
Several year's trial, however, has
convinced us that It Is the best variety
for our late crop and superior to the
standard market kinds.
An old strawberry bed of a quarter
acre was doeply plowed in June, after
1he berries were gone. The soil waa
very rich with mulches of stable manure and the plant tops made a good
jtreen crop to turn under.
The tomato seeds were sown In the
open ground about June 1, rnd transplanted to the rows during the first
week In July.
It happened to be very dry Just at
setting time and the plants had to be
watered as set. Their start was very
low and they lost In this way a good
ten days.
There wero several heavy rains
while the plants were about a foot
high and after that a drought set In
and not another good rain fell till
after frost In November.
Virtually, then, this crop grew, matured and was gathered without a barrel of water supplied by either man or

nature.

One row along the side was staked

to test this method and four rows were

made up of the Sone, Matchless and
Trucker's Favorite. I will say that
the four rows were failures compared
to others and would have brought us
little or no profit.
of the
They occupied about
patch and this fact should be considered In estimating the gross returns
from the quarter acre.
one-thir-

WET GRAIN FIELDS
IN EARLY SPRING

The staked row did no better and,
most of us thought, not as well as the
unslaked vines that sprawled over the
16 square feet that each was given, tor
the rows and plants were four feet
apart each way.
Cultivation was given the rows as
long as the tops permitted, which was
not long. Thereafter nothing was done
except to once take the hoe and chop
out a few big weeds that bad come up
early and escaped the cultivator.
Of course, unuur the great drought
the ground soon became dry and hard
as cultivation ceased, and the dally
tramping of the pickers made It still
worse. During October, when the vines
were yielding the most, it looked im
possible that such a mass of green
tops and fruit Bhould be able to ex
tract enough moisture from the soil
for their dully needs, which must have
amounted to a great deal
Now for the results: The first bushel
was sold on the eighth of September,
Just about two months after tbe plants
were set Dy the fifteenth we were
picking two bushels per day; by the
twentieth, three bushels, and this was
about the average for tbe rest of the
season.
Parties who had stopped buying,
tiring ot the little stuff they had been
getting, renewed tbelr orders,
We then doubled the price, and sold
every tomato we could pick.
We sold direct to the consumer.
In all, tbe quarter acre produced
$125 In round figures, without counting
some small lots we sold after frost
till
Some of the green ones
When killing frost
in December.
came there were bushels and bushels
ot green tomatoes of all sizes still on
the vines and growing right along
after three months without rain
After the first light frost we picked
20 bushels of marketable size and
stored them away.
A great many ot these tomatoes
weighed a pound. Some believe the
I'onderosa Is rough. I deny it. It was
easy to find perfect specimens with'
out a crease In their big tops.
As for productiveness, I have never
seen a variety that would beat them. I
have counted a dozen pound tomatoes
at one time on a single vine, beside
many smaller ones.
we-ke-

SCARCITY OF FRESH
EGGS ON THE FARM

First Work Should Be to Provide Trouble May Be Remedied by
Egress for

Any

Water That

Has Accumulated.
The first work In the spring, when
tne snow begins to melt, or after
heavy rains, is to let off any water
that accumulates In the low places
In the wheat. No matter how care
fully the dead furrows and outlets
may have been made In the fall, there
is more or less to be done in the
aprlng to provide free egress for the
water,
A few hours' work with the hoe and
rain, will often
shovel, after an
drain off many gallons of water which
would otherwise soak into the ground
and keep It wet and cold for several
weeks
In letting off water In the low spots
in the grain fields, commence at the
lower end and make a shallow furrow
with the hoe. It is not necessary to
make a wide or deep ditch, as this
would destroy too much wheat. It
chould be dug just deep enough to
drain off the water.
s
Bee that the outlets to the
are open, so that the water can
pass off quickly. This la a very Important Job and is best done by the
fanner himself and not by an inexperienced person. By this method we feel
aura that we save several bushels of
grain and much grass and clover.
all-da-

Early Hatches of Pullets-G- ive
Them Good Care.
During the months of October, No
vember and December ot each year
there is always a more or less scarcity
ot fresh eggs, and the prices, in con
sequence, go up,
This scarcity is due to two things
In general tbe molting period for old
hens and tbe lack ot early hatched
pullets,
It Is at this time ot the year that
the condition powder and the poultry
food man begins to cry hiB wares, and
It la surprising to see the business
that he does do,
While we believe in the tonle effects
of a good condition powder or a sci
entifically prepared poultry food, w
do not credit these articles with all
that is claimed for them.
They should be used with judgment
a little goes a great way. To accustom the fowls to them is but to lose

their tonic effect
They are not so much calculated to
make eggs as they are to tone up tbe
tissues and to keen the appetite. In
that condition tbe fowl eats more
freely and better assimilate the egg
food that It gets from pure, good grain.
This scarcity ot fresh eggs on the
farm can only be remedied by early
hatches of pullet. Pullet hatched in
March and April, and well grown, will
begin laying in the fall, and continue
Can You Afford Time?
Do not order many novelties unless in tbe good work right through tbe
you have time to take care of them winter. The molting bens will again
and can afford to be disappointed in start up in January, and by February
their behavior. Novelties are often the combined work ot the pullets and
of value and Interesting, but are too the hens will give a good supply ot
eggs, and it will be noticed that in
flow
expensive to plant tor mnln-croFebruary the market price for egga
ers or vegetables as a rule.
are on tbe decline.
The great trick is to get the egg
Causes of Stiffness.
There Is nothiug that produces stiff- during the last three months of the
ness, Inflammation- - and unsoundness year, and this can be done by early
any faster thai standing In a stall day pullets given good bousing, good feed
and good rare.
after day.
under--drain-

Utlca division. No. 14,
citizens.
En
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
glneers, is one of the most popular
and progressive in the state and
among its members are many who
have made records that stand unsur
passed in the history of railroading in
this country, says the Utlca Globe.
Added distinction is also due the
Utlca division in tbe fact that it
claims to have the oldest member
in the United
of the organization
States, Canada or Mexico. This vet
eran of tbe rails is H. J. Carroll ot
312 South street. When division No,
14 was formed, September 14, 1863,
Mr. Carroll was one ot It charter
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PROTECT THE CARS

Buffalo Judge Criticize Railroad
What He Consider Their
Lax Method.

Charter Member of Order That Was

Vegetable

SHOULD

I

George E. Judge, judge of the Ju
venile court in Buffalo, contributes to
the American City Mugazlne a paper
on the unprotected condition of rail
road yards as a contributory cause of
Juvenile delinquency. Thirty per cent
of the boy appearing in this court last
year were charged with offenses
against railroad property. They were
duly punished, but the judge wants to
know why the railroad should not be
punished also for allowing their yards
to remain open with practically free
access to a multitude of freight cars,
thus placing temptation in the way of
children. In Buffalo the railroads run
through, the poorer part of the city
There are 725 mile of railroad yard
They are generally full of
tracks.
freight cars loaded with all sorts of
merchandise. Cars of coal, and such
things as flat cars haul, are open. Tbe
box cars are protected by a strip of
tin an inch wide, which a child of
eight years can break.
All are guarded by a few night
watrhmen.
One hundred thousand
Polish people live where these rail
road yards are. They are mostly poor
and all have large families (12 to 14).
Tbe father is generally a laborer, making two dollars a day. "Can you Im
agine," says the Judge, "what such
families would do to a car loaded with
hoe standing just outside Its' back
yard In winter?"
What they do do
constitutes 30 per cent of tbe cases in
the judge's court He demands that
the railroads remove this potent cause
of temptation which unprotected cars
of freight produce. From coal to mer
chandise of all kinds tbe pilfering goes
on and breeds criminals. The judge
wants the railroads to fence their
yards and thus do tbelr part to remove temptation which it Is not diffi
cult to feel is unjust to poor people
driven by bard necessity.

New Railroad Tie, It Is Believed, Will
Be Eagerly Taken Up By
Line Builders.

m

member and through all the year
hi interest in the welfare ot the or
der has been second to none.
When In a reminiscent mood Mr,
Carroll can tell stories of railroading
that are a revelation to the engineers
of modern days. He was born in
Manhelm, Herkimer county, in 1837,
and rame of a family of railroad men,
his father and his four brothers fol
lowing that occupation. In 1852, when
he was fifteen years old, he went to
I.I t tie Falls and obtained employment
as water boy for a gang of trackmen
under William A. Everts, where he
remained for one summer. The follow
ing year he worked on the section
under his father, who was track boss
at East Creek. Under the consolida
tion of divisions, in 1854, when he was
seventeen years old, Mr, Carroll se
cured a position as fireman on a work
train which covered the territory be
The
tween Albany and Syracuse.
work was hard for a boy, but he went
at It with a will and promotion soon
came, when, after six months, he was
called to Utlca and given the posl
tion as fireman on a freight train running between this city and Syracuse
He was too good a fireman to remain
long In that position and within a
few months he was firing on a passenger train on the Syracuse division,
with Isaac Vrooman as engineer.
By this time he was getting used to
being promoted, so be was not sur
prised when, on September 1, 18G7, he
was given a position as freight engl
neer. He continued to hold this for
nine years and was then advanced to
passenger engineer and had a run
from Utlca to Syracuse, until the extension of the division to Albany. At
this time double crews were put on
passenger engines and Mr. Carroll
was mated with M. Rlcknrd and they
ran passenger trains between Albany
and Syracuse for 12 years. Mr. Rick
ard was then elected railroad com'
mtssioner and for the next five years
Mr. Carroll had Anthony Myers as his
running mate. At the expiration of
that time the rule was adopted re
quiring engineers to undergo a physical examination, the men going In
pairs to New York, as they could be
spared. As a result Mr. Carroll was
taken off the road and given a position as driver of an engine in the
Utlca yards, where he continued until
he reached the age limit of seventy
years, when he retired.
During all b's railroad career Mr.
Carroll had but one serious accident
and that was at Verona, when his
ran into a switch that had been
blocked with ties, supposedly by persons desiring to wreck and rob the
train. The engine was derailed and
Mr. Carroll'
brother, Charles B. Car
roll, now a resident of John street,
who was firing, was slightly Injured.
Mr. Carroll has represented division
No. 14, B. of L. E., at conventions at
Atlanta, Ga., and at Chicago and for
26 years he had charge ot the insurance of the local division and of the
first assistant engineers.
For many
years he was secretary of his division
and filled the office with honor to him
self and to the organization. One ot
his choicest possessions is the badge
ot the order, which Is In the form of
a scroll, Inclosing a locomotive, with
a shield pendant, and bearing the fol
lowing inscription: "Brotherhood ot
Engineers.
Honorary
Locomotive
Member. G. I. D."
e

Have You a Dad Back?

WAY TO HEALTH

,

HOLDS TRACK RAILS IN PLACE

M. J, Carroll.

C0NR0Y FINDS

C. M.

For

Does jour back toh night sod day, miking work a burden and rest impossible I
Do you suffer subbing, darting pains when
stooping or llftlngl Moat bad backs are
due to hidden trouble la the kidneys sad
if the kidney secretions are soant or too
frequent of passe", proof of kidney trou-bl- e
Is complete. Delay may pave the way
to serious kidney II Is. For bad baokiand
weak kidneys, use Doan's Kidney Pills
reoouimended the world over.

Conquered 8tomaeh Trouble In "One,
Two, Three" Order.

Here la the cheerful story of how C.
M. Conroy of Monte Vista, Colo., won
back his health In a hurry, after suf-

fering for a long time from stomach
derangements and liver trouble.
Mr. Conroy' experience shows In a
striking way how quickly and surely
Mayr'a Wonderful Remedy doe it
work.
"My medicine came all right I took
The first bottle reIt a directed.
moved fifty gall (tone, tbe second
only three gall tonea and the third
none. The tonic regulated my system
In good shape. I feel like a new man
now. I think I have all my troubles
banished and I do not think I will
need any more medicine. I believe I
am cured."
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy give permanent results for stomach, liver and
Intestinal ailments. Eat aa much and
whatever you like. No more distress
after eating, pressure of gas in the
stomach and around the heart Get one
bottle ot your druggist now and try it
on an absolute guarantee if not satisfactory money will be returned. Adv.

A Colorado Case
IS.

7

Han-fJ&ki- n.

V.

Block

pueblo, Colo., says:
"My back and kid.
neya aava me no
end of trouble. I
couldn't rest well
and when I cauht
(cold or worked
ham, my o o
k o h e d constantly.
The kidney secre tions were irrmiNothing helped me
until I used Doan's
Kidney ril'S. rney
removed all the aches and pains and
made my kidneys normal."
Get Deatre at A ay Stars, BOe a Bea

'i"

DOAN'S WJiV

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y,

FOSTU-JkULBUR-

Aeroplane Propeller.
Selected ash, which is both strong
light and will not spilt under
"Cynthia, will you recite, 'Mary Had and
layvibration or shock, or built-ua Little Lamb' for us?" asked the ers
ot spruce with mahogany centers,
kind old gentleman.
are tbe materials with which the pro"I do not care to, much as I should pellers
of aeroplanes such as are bereplied
you,"
oblige
the little ing
like to
in the European war are conused
girl with the
eyeglasses.
structed.
The framework of the ma"Aa a matter of fact, the poem has litchines,
too,
is generally made of wood,
tle, If any, literary value, and in addi- spruce
being much used on account of
tion is not true to life as It exists tograin and freedom from
day. Under tbe constriction of trade, Its straight
hidden defects.
due to the meat trust, Mary could not
own an eutire lamb. She might have PONT VISIT
ALirORWla. m
THI supply
of Allen's
had a chip, but beyond that Jhe poet'
I'ONITIONN Without
Into the
tnilMptle
powder
the
imagination must be blamed." Phil- Shoes, or dlstolred In the tot. be shaken
TheStendwd
(or the feat for SS yeara. ft flvee InetuS
adelphia Publlo Ledger.

This Happened

In Boston.

p

born-rlmme- d

Foot-Els- e,

foot-be-

CUTICURA

relief to tirrd, aehlne feet and prevents swollen,
hot
One lady writes) H enjoyed every minute
my stay at the Eipoartlona, thanks to A Ilea's
Foot-EaIn my shoes."
Set It TODA.Y. Adv.

of

SOAP BATHS

Followed by a Little Ointment for
Baby's Tender Skin. Trial Free.
They

afford

infant

and children

That London Fog.
Church What has London got to
combat the German Zeppelins?
fog.
Gotham Why, her
well-know- n

great comfort, permit rest and sleep
i nu-- iminnikT nrif.r. TlTI.r. TO IT
and point to speedy healment of ector Red. Wee. Watery
Marine Bye
zemas, rashes, ltchlngs, chaflngs and Try
No HtoarUnir
Mrand Urunulmuxl Byelldai
sleep
destroying
other
kln
trouble.
Ueaway Co Cklaese.
Ujm
y mall fro. Murine
One ot the principal objects of the
Nothing better at any price for tbe
Inventor is to provide means adapted
nursery and toilet
The man who has to use the street
to be carried by a cross-tie- ,
for seSample each free by mall with Book. cars gets a lot of pleasure out ot readcuring tbe track rails in place on the
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XY, ing the automobile ads.
tie. He provide rail fastening means
u

-a

adapted for use with length of worn- out rails whereby the latter may be
utilized as cross ties. He also provides In combination with a rail
length means for engaging the base
flanges of the track rail, and means

Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

Getting Used to It.
Bacon I should think it would be a
s
good thing for the men on tho
to serve a time on the sub
marines first.
Egbert Why so?
"It wouldn't seem so strange then
when they went to the bottom."
dread-naught-

The aviator who is taken tip by a
society leader can always return the

compliment
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Crons Itiig Blue; have beautiful, dear
white clothes. Adv.
A novice wins occasionally, a skilled
performer regularly.

Important to Mother

. a WB
Watertight. MaallrareeteO.
Emmlnn carefully ever hnttla of mm
aoaoldef
PlPfal rlnrneS or
LaiellrUnie.
rtvete.
CASTORIA, a safe and sura remedy for
Infant and children, and sea that It P1PE FOX
Headgates
SIFHONS, Etc
Bears the
All kinds and dealfn
sirr : 9 t?t iruB
Signature ot
JtH ISth St., DENVER
KHANkF.HALL.ORANDJUNCtlON.COL.
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria AreYoBiHorsOTi??"

afrr

srf
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Railroad Tie.
for adjusting the rail engaging means
both longitudinally
and vertically
whereby to accommodate rails of various dimensions. Scientific American.
Railroad Chief at Throttle.
Because of tbe Illness of the regu
lar engineer on the Anthony and
Northern railroad, O. P. Dyers of
Hutchinson, president of the line,
donned overalls, climbed Into the cab,
and took the regular train out of
Pratt on time. He made the regular
'run" today and this evening wa tbe
engineer oh a special train,
A concert by the Indian Band at
Pratt 1 the cause of an excursion
from Byers, the new town at the end
of the line, sixteen miles from Pratt.
Seventy-fivfarmers and their wives
went to bear that concert and they
wanted to be back home tonight.
Mr. Byers returned to the engineer's
cab after a quarter of a century' absence. As be Is the "whole railroad"
he gave his own orders, then climbed
Into the cab and performed the work.
to
Dispatch
(Kan.)
Hutchinson
Philadelphia Inquirer.
e

Kiln Car.
The car has a movable stake con
nected by link with a stake secured
to the body of the car, one of the car
wheels being Journaled to a lever ful- crumed to the car body, and this lever
engaging a member at tbe bottom of
the movable stake, so that the weight
of the material on the body will serve
to move the body down relatively to
the lever, thereby moving the movable
stake relatively to the stake secured
to the body, for pressing the lumber
Scientific
against another stake.
American.
Must Consider Passenger.
The supreme court of Alabama de
cides In Louisville and Nashville Railroad company vs. Fuqua that a rull- road company In selling a ticket for a
particular train to a flag station is
bound to take notice of the passen
ger's desire to stop there and Is liable
for carrying him past, although the
conductor has not had time to reach
him before the train arrive at the
station, in the absence of a rule re
quiring the passenger to notify the
conductor of his desire to stop.
Railroad Provides Oxygen.
The railroad connecting Chile and
Bolivia, which crosses the Andes
feet above the lea level, provide
oxygen chamber In which passenger
ran get relief from tbe rarefied air f
the high altitude.
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Dragoljub Jelltitcb, age twelve, Is a
soldier in the Servian army.
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The reasons for
Certain-tee-

d

Roofing

Every buyer need the proper assure'
ance. whet he pays for the beat
quality, that a second or third quality
will not be delireied, Tl'e tMVkjSt
is flooded with too many brand.'
Some manufacturer with poor facal- lues too, often meet competition by
cutting duality. Some wholeaalera
buy any old quality, put their labels on it. and
ay it is the best Our Certaln-Ue- J
label is backed by the
written guarantee of the world's largest manufacturer of
asphalt roofings. It gives each buyer the assurance wanted
and our unequalled facilities for manufacturing enable us to
sell it at a very reasonable price.
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These are the reasons for

CeHainteed
Roofing

Wt Invtte every one fateretted to come to our mill, and tee how we make the
goods. We know that our Certain'
Roofing it the beit quality that we can
make. It the beit quality tliat can be made to last and remain waterproof on the
roof. It it made with that one purpose in view. We also make cheap grade,
poor quality roofings to meet the demand for very temporary roofs, out the
Cert ain-- 1 94 label goes only on our best quality, longest life product. It U the
1 --ply
grade which carriee our Company name and endorsement and guarantee

td

10 yoars,
15 yeira.
If yon wnat the rfrtit quality and want to be stir
y

yoa ar retHnf what you pay for, Insist
on the QiilBiS'iSld abet. The pric is reasonable. Koont can tell the quality of a piece of
foofinr by looking at It. The man la not IMns who can take three kindiof rooflnr of different qualities and tell with any degree of accuracy (helenethof UnMcacboae will last oa tbe
roof. He cannot tell their relative values by
look In at them. Why take the chance of
eueasinf, when yoa can art the safest guar
LETS BOOST BCSZXESS
ntee on tbe best quality fooda at a rcaaoo
able price.
Lass roUOeawMore) Fivatwrtty
If for any reaaon yoa do not care for the hleh
Wa haw bad enough etarrattoa butlni
est quality If yoa want a temporary roof, we
Trough of poll Ursa "ea resile' of every party,
aleo make goods sold at the lowest price oa
with their imaabirif aad boating aoougk. o
the market, becnune we have unequalled fa
c11itfea,and aremakinaapproaitnatctya
third
order So aet lalw tStoe and tnasa nraartlM nsa.
of the entire asphalt roofing and building-pape-r
heard ot
and tbaa play for votes
of the whole world's supply. Our
or pert r ratber thaa for prtactpeeandrifbt, ete.
Tbe ensrt of IMag la ot going down, tare go
facilities enable ns to beat all competition on
quality.
price goods as well as on ff&-a- f
after good tlmeeand snake eooog h mooer to par
for tbecneiofaltvtag, wbaUrvor It mar be. V
The difference between the totnlcostof the
doat want vfaeap living w want good bMtrasaj
goods, the freight, the laying, etc.. between
and good tint Jo'' everybody o4 if
mil pail
and price goods Is Insignificant,
logvtber w will get them.
Suality goods
Tbe game of the pU tioiaa ta to promts
better policy to cut out thegueaaing
Many
prneroitted
ought
of
be
real
to
responsibility
of
let
than
the manufacturer
and
for fraud oa aoeoaat of tl dl Servo re brtweea
Insure you on all the vital point. He know
What tbpy prom lea and what they deliver.
what he pula into the goods and what they
Tfiy
tw worai thaa I be baetaeea raaa who ova
upon
yoa
can then insist
gcttnig
will do
adverttsMthequailtyofhiegood,
leliBebaw
every tiling aa represented.
laeae lulerrvti. from tb laborer to tbe rupriBV

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
Versa"

Itwrmt mnnmfnrtfrtr
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LWa CUcaga ftttaWiafc
felaata CIvataJ Mratt M. lae
Ks
KaasssCRy
at
teaPn

tendrnt, from the office kvr lo the prswideaeV
f rum tbebtrvd man oa tbe farm to tbeowaer of
tbe farm. rstMiubsr thai tbey t are a eofnaeoa
Intefrel LB good buatneM and a aquae deal In
business,
atop lletonlng to tbe fahvra and let
tVKtourwubsKk Into good Mtue, It oaa be
pmpbete era
Son. Ho mora knocker and faiawpuny
to lleiea
Vaated. We are going tobsMo
to any eiept Uvoee who prosatea good baaa
aeaa" lagiaiauaa.

Warm W eather is Here!
Fancv Parasols

Reduced Prices
on Suits arid
!
Coats

Undermuslins

a pretty parasol to We have just received a big
top off your summer dress. shipment of the' newest
You need

styles

Pretty line of children's parasols at 25c, 50c, 75c, 85c,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $L75

in

My Combinations,

'L

The new

Elegant line of ladies' para- Skirts for the wide dresses.
sols in all the newest shapes We have a big assortment
and colors,
of children's pants and
up to

$7.50

Kenda
Local and Personal
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
The Lyceum continues to
the crowds, rain or shine.

draw

Brasher, of Claud, was
in the city on land business
I. H,

Tuesday.

Nate Hales and wife, of Ros
well, are here visiting relatives,
Mrs. Bales is a niece of Mrs. W,
J. Stewart.
Miss Ruby Smith, the popular
eirrk at Mandells. went to
with the Odd Fellows'

Por-tale- s

Fpioial Monday.
leniton Apples $1.50 per box at
tl.f M !! Grocery. Phone 29.
m

Austin, proprietor of
Grocery, went to Porwith the Odd Fellows'

A. H.
thr M:k!"I

ta!
special
day

Mrday, returning

Mon-

Miss Ata Appleman has purchased lut s near the Scott residue'. on lim North Park addition ami will move a house from
Tex ice
i

J. Su wart has rented his
utlice to P.. J. Catt but has not
old his real estate business, lie
wi! continue to deal in real
VV.

FARMERS
AN- D-

STOCKMEN
Look for the Sale Bills of
S. A. Dow, who will have
a big public sale May 8th,
1915,

of Cattle. Horsei,
Implement.

Hogs, Farming

40 Head of Cattle, 5 Howes,
7 Hogs.

For information write

S. A. DOW
St. Vrain,

New Mex.

gowns.

Times-Heral-

J. Rodes.

J, C. Jones, of Tucumcari, was
No. 2. "Do your business
in the city Monday, having sold with a bank where your depos
two Buick cars at Portales last its are guaranteed and where
week and returned with two you can get money any time
more, which he expects to sell you want
We have money
here.
to loan NOW. -- State Bank of

it

near Frio was Farwell.
the city with a load of maise
Hoes,

A. M. Works of

a reduction.
Now is your opportunity to
buy a swell spring suit right
in the middle of the season
at a reduced price.
We have a good run of
sizes in Navy, Black, Sand
and Putty shades.
.

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.

Whitings is in the lead for
Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
bargains.
William F. Newton, of Texco,
Garden and Field seeds now
was a Clovis visitor Wednesday.
Plumbing. Repair prompt and in, and a fine lot thv are.
When you need seeds of any
J. O. Welbirn, of Fort Sum- satisfactory. Phone 72.
kind, get them at Clovis Creamner, was in Clovis Thursday.
ery and Produce Co. and save
See Whiting's ad in this issue.
,

money.

William Murphy, of Texico,
proprietor of the Texico hotel,
was in the city on business Tues
day.
Mrs. A. C. and Miss Pearl
Memhardt left Thursday for
Chicago where they will remain
indefinately.

up-to-da-

The Central Market received
two cars of fine Durham heifers
this week, which they sent to
their ranch 10 miles north of
Tolar.
Dr. J. F. Scott returned Sunday from his sheep ranch on the
Yeho below
Fort Sumner. He
reports a good lamb crop and
splendid range.

For Fire Insurance in best old
See Curren
line Companies,
Agency.
tf

J. .J. Weimann and W. II.
Parker, of Fort Sumner, came
up in the latter's car Wednesday
evening. Mr. Parker m;t his
wife here who had been visiting
in the east.
Roscoe Stewart has accepted a
position with the Parish confectionery and bakery. The confectionery fixtures which Roscoe
had have been sold and removed
to Texico.
Miss Una Barnett will leave
Saturday for Pittsville, Mo., in
response to a telegram stating
the illness of her mother. Her
position in the school will be
Ailed.

J. R. Walker's market has installed
a large sanitary glass
Rakes and garden tools.
Tuesday. Mr. Works disposed
counter,
show
in which he will
72.
We deliver.
of his grain to the Clovis eleva- Phone
display his choice cuts this sum
tor which is now paying the
mer. It is equipped with an ice
highest market price for all
box and is up to date in all
kinds of grain.
in

at

.Dry (Goo ds Company

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Mrs. J. M. Lyons, proprietor
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
of the Antlers
returned from the Model Grocery. Phone 2D.
Amarillo the first of the week.
T. J. Lovelady who has a fine
Iron Clad Hosiery, the very farm northeast of Clovis, was in
town Tuesday and took advantbest. A. J, Rodes.
age of the News1 special c'ub- Five ladies from Farwell were bing offer.
i:i the city shopping Tuesday
o f
Mrs. D. H. Davenport,
having come over in a new Ford
Lakeview, Texa. is here stop
car.
Mr.
a t the Antlers.
V. K. Miller of Canadian, ping
recently purchased
Davenport
Texas was in Clovis this week
looking for investments in Cur- the Mersfelder ranch.
Sudan Grass Soed 15 cents a
ry county realty.
pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
Many kinds of
tf.
McFarlin Proprietor.
Dress Goods. A. J. Rodes.
E. K. Shorett has received
The Busby Minstrel troup some white bull dog pups and
played here Friday night to a will raise bull dogs and white
They have a rabbits. He can sell dog for
crowded tent.
good show.
rabbit meat and rabbits for dog
Tom J. Clary has resigned his meat.
position with the Barry HardShoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all
ware company and will take a the family. A. J. Rodes.
much needed rest for a while.
J. H. Sheppard, one of the
Bring your hens to Clovis proprietors
of the Portales
Creamery and Produce Co. We
was in the city
are paying 10c Cash for nice fat Monday, Mr. Sheppard is one
hens.
of the best newspaper writers in
;
a.:
i
i
is erecting a resi- - the state.
tsarry
jonn
.
J
iff
on .L.
me corner
aence
oii iuonrue
Angelloz,
the photographer,
Avenue and Giddings Street, op- went to Portales Monday to deposite the Curless residence.
liver some work which he conFine Line Ginghams. A. tracted there. Ar.gelloz is a
good photographer
and has
J. Rodes
about all the work that he can
Willie Fahsholtz. of Frio, was handle.
in the city shopping Tuesday.
Watch for our line of ChilHe reports a big wheat and oats
crop planted in his neighbor- dren's Dresses and Hats. A.
hood.

All our Spring Coats go

Mar-guerit- te

Combinations, En
velope Chemise.

$1.00

BEGINNING MAY 1st.

Princess Slips,

t--

f

Synopsis of Quarterly Report of W. C. Zerwer, County Clerk, for Quarter Ending March 31, 1915
COUNTY CLERK DEPARTMENT
Fees received during quarter
Vendors License collected

$1054.20
99 50
$1153.70

Paid to County Treasurer
Paid to State Treasurer

$1149.20
4.50
$1153.70

PROBATE COURT DEPARTMENT
Balance on hand January
Received on deposit since

$135.55
48.00

1, 1915

Total

$183.55

Fees earned paid to County Treasurer
Refunded litigants'
Balance on hand
Total

$ 22.45
....

.'

:

DISTRICT COURT
Balance on hand January
Received on deposit since
Received for Sheriff
Received District Atty. Fees
Received for Fines
Funds ordered paid to Clerk
Witness fees collected as cost

7.00
154.10
$183755

DEPARTMENT

1, 1915

..

$377.97
275.49
15 37
20.00
35.00
96.00
9.50

Total
Paid to County Treasurer for Fines, Clerk's Fees,
Dist. Atty Fees, Sheriff Fees, Witness Fees
Paid to jurors in civil cases funds ordered to clerk
Paid Department of Naturalization
Refunded litigants

$320.87
96.00
2.00
21.85

Total
Balance on hand

$440.72
388.61

$829.33

$829.83
I certify the above to be true and correct, itemized reports on file in my office for inspection of all whom may be
concerned.
W. C. ZERWER, County Clerk.

